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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Time was of the essence and the undertaking was 

"state-of-the-art" in the truest sense of the term when 

Brig. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever organized a project to 

develop the first United States Intercontinental Ballistic 

Missile.  Since the time constraint imposed by the arms 

race was so acute, he chose a management approach to the 

missile development well known in the airframe industry 

and not unfamiliar to the Department of Defense—project 

management.  Brig. Gen. Schriever and his hand-picked team, 

working toward a singular, well-defined objective surprised 

critics by getting the Atlas missile into operational use 

ahead of the 1960 deadline.  This case in point and many 

others have shown that "project management is more than just 

an academic curiosity—it is a practical necessity [10:162]." 

Cleland and King (10), Steiner and Ryan (47), and 

Johnson, Kast, and Rosenzweig (24) all trace the development 

of project management concepts as a parallel military/indus- 

trial circumstance.  However, as project management concepts 

have evolved, the Air Force has adopted practices not always 

in concert with accepted project management concepts.  F'rst,* 

Air Force assignment policies usually preclude a program 

manager from remaining with a project from start to finish 



as project management concepts specify.  Second, an Air Force 

program manager may not always operate in a fluid organiza- 

tional setting where procedures and rules are, by necessity, 

held to a minimum.  Air Force Systems Command Regulation 

800-3 explains that an Air Force program manager's tasks may 

be highly proceduralized in some situations (51:1-4). 

The issues that have unfolded because of these dif- 

ferences are explained in Chapter I.  Chapter II develops 

the issues in detail by comparing Air Force program manage- 

ment concepts to accepted project management theory.  This 

development involves addressing project/program management 

concepts and also two intervening variables which can greatly 

influence a program manager's performance—stress and tenure. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

This study is designed to determine if the tenure of 

a program manager is related to the degree to which the 

organizational nature of his tasks are program oriented, and 

if each of these variables is related to the degree of per- 

ceived role stress he experiences on the job. 

JUSTIFICATION OF RESEARCH EFFORT 

The Department of Defense (DoD) has identified 141 

major systems currently being procured at an estimated 

direct investment of $163 billion (21:12).  Entrusted with 

day-to-day system/subsystem management within these highly 

complex acquisition efforts, program managers occupy an 



unenviable position where mistakes, even small ones, can be 

very expensive (4:50).  Prior to 1964 no integrated career 

policy existed for these special "men in the middle."  Since 

then, continually increasing emphasis has been directed at 

better management of program manager careers (4).  For 

example, in the early 1970's, a DoD policy statement 

directed the armed services to "upgrade the stature, career 

development, and assignment of these people [program man- 

agers] [21:1]." 

Program manager career policies have primarily 

influenced two areas:  career progression and tenure within 

a given program manager assignment.  Development of the 

first area was necessitated by a need to attract personnel 

with outstanding managerial experience and to control a 

growing pool of managerial talent (52:2; 53:4; 4:51; 21:12; 

2:22).  Air Force efforts to improve career progression have 

met with success, for the program manager position has 

become highly regarded as a challenging position with excel- 

lent career visibility (4).  On the other hand, whether 

program manager assignment tenure has developed to the extent 

that it is consistent with program/project management con- 

cepts is open to question (11:288). 

Project management developed around the idea that 

one man, the project manager, with broad defacto and dejure 

authority, would act as a central point for decision making 

and coordination for the duration of a project (11:284-285). 

The project manager stayed with a project until its 



completion, then "... returned to his 'permanent1 job or 

to another job . . . [13:109]."  This idea is contrary to 

the long standing military practice of frequent personnel 

rotation.  Studies have shown that, in general, the military 

bureaucracy has adjusted to frequent rotation so that this 

practice is no longer unduly disruptive (15:92:6).  Never- 

theless, the Air Force haa recognized a need for personnel 

stability in certain tenure sensitive positions and has 

enacted policies accordingly (54:9-1).  Though the program 

manager position is identified as tenure sensitive, many 

questions go unanswered concerning (1) actual Air Force 

program manager assignment practice versus stated policy, 

and (2) the actual need for the program manager position to 

be identified as tenure sensitive. 

Stress is one consequence of not adhering to a 

desired tenure policy within an organization (25:76).  One 

research study showed that individuals who experience high 

levels of stress on a job also tend to exhibit job dissat- 

isfaction, decreased personal effectiveness, and ill-disposed 

attitudes toward associates.  Additionally, persons in pro- 

gram manager-type positions tend to experience higher levels 

of stress than persons in functional positions.  As tenure 

in a position increased, however, stress tended to decrease. 

This trend was especially salient in program manager-type 

positions (34:34-36). 

In concept, program managers are more vulnerable to 

high levels of stress than functional managers because their 



tasks are largely unstructured and contain only superficial 

inter-group boundaries, at best (5; 47:12-13,Chap.4; 32:72). 

However, the idea that program managers actually possess 

this high degree of flexibility has been increasely ques- 

tioned in recent years from two points of view. 

First, the term "program manager" has become so 

colloquial in its use that it no longer accurately discrim- 

inates, in a conceptual sense, a true program manager from 

a functional manac.er.  In the Air Force, for example, a 

program manager may be anyone from the Program Director, 

who bears responsibility for a multi-million dollar weapon 

system, to the Item Manager, who may bear only partial 

responsibility for one small portion of a weapon system 

(55:4) .  Yet even the level of responsibility does not 

necessarily aid in determining who among those titled 

"program manager" are actually performing with the flex- 

ibility inherent in the program manager concept.  A Program 

Director may be so bureaucratically constrained by higher 

echelons of management that he is actually performing only 

a functional role, whereas an Item Manager may work in a 

very flexible environment.  In essence, a true program 

manager is no longer definable by title or position. 

Evaluating the organizational nature of a manager's tasks 

is the only way to determine if that manager is project or 

functionally oriented. 

Second, critics point to new conditions that have 

erroded the program manager position.  These conditions 



include increased bureaucratic levels between program man- 

agers and chief executives, a lack of program manager control 

over fiscal matters, increased functionalization of program 

manager duties, increased susceptability to evaluation 

agencies, and a lack of management continuity (21; 11:289; 

36:25-26).  If, as these critics contend, the organizational 

nature of program manager tasks are becoming more functional 

and less flexible, then the idea that a program manager's 

job is more tenure sensitive than a functional manager's job 

seems open to question. 

While tenure within civilian industry has been 

widely studied (41) , as has the military practice of fre- 

quent personnel rotation i?5), a search of the literature 

revealed no research that has attempted to confirm or refute 

the tenure sensitivity of the program manager position. 

With criticism of program manager concepts on the increase, 

a need exists for research that will validate or refute a 

requirement for program manager tenure. 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The aim of this research is to examine three vari- 

ables that impact the issues just discussed.  These variables 

are tenure, stress, and the organizational nature of a man- 

ager's tasks.  Each of these variables are examined by 

combinatorial pairs in three hypotheses (Hi, H2, and H3) as 

shown in Figure 1. 



Specifically, the objective of this research is to 

determine if a relationship exists between: 

(1) tenure and the degree that a program manager 

perceives his tasks to be functionally and program oriented, 

(2) tenure and perceived role stress of program 

managers, and 

(3) a program manager's perceived role stress and his 

perception of the degree that his tasks are functionally or 

program management oriented. 

TENURE 
H2 ROLE 

STRESS 

Low 

NATURE  OF 

TASKS 

Functionally 
oriented 

Project Management 
oriented 

Figure  1.     Research Model 



SCOPE 

The program managers studied will consist of those 

working in SPOs within Air Force Systems Command's Aero- 

nautical Systems Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base.  Managers that are commissioned officers or hold a 

Government Service (GS) grade of GS-07 or higher and are 

not specifically identified as holding administrative 

positions will be considered eligible for study in this 

research. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The purpose of this chapter is to consolidate and 

present findings from a search of the literature pertaining 

to this thesis.  Three areas are explored and interfaced: 

project/program management, role stress, and organizational 

tenure.  Project/program management concepts are explored 

to focus in on how the program manager fits into the scheme 

of the weapons system acquisition process.  This section 

proceeds by presenting underlying project management con- 

cepts followed by an examination of program management 

concepts and practices.  The next two sections examine 

role stress and tenure respectively, developing these con- 

cepts and their relationships to the ideas developed in the 

project/program management section.  Finally, three hypoth- 

eses are presented that are based on the material developed. 

PROJECT/PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

Project Management Concepts 

Project management is less a theoretical construct 

than a technique (10:137; 11:290).  It has evolved from 

descriptions that incorporate key concepts rather than 

from a universally accepted definition (47:1; 4:84). 

Cleland and King have described project management in the 
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following manner: 

Project management is carried out by a set of 
managers acting as unifying agents for particular 
projects in respect to the current resources of 
time, funds, material, people and technology.  The 
project managers act as focal points for their 
project activities through a unique organization 
superimposed on the traditional functional organi- 
zation structure [10:164]. 

This description incorporates two concepts of project man- 

agement—the unique organization and the special role that 

a project manager plays.  However, it does not describe the 

nature of a project.  Stewart has described a project as a 

H. . . one-time undertaking that is (1) definable in terms 

of a single, specific end result, and (2) bigger than the 

organization has previously undertaken successfully [48:56- 

57j."  He has further stated that "by definition, [a project] 

must end at an objective point in time . . . [48:57]." 

Recent literature has approached project management 

from two primary directions.  One approach has dealt with 

mechanical techniques employed in planning, directing, and 

controlling but has not addressed stress or coi.flict in 

project management (16:7-11; 14:21-22; 30:8-15; 5:9; 11:282). 

The other approach has dealt with stress and conflict in 

project management and has stressed that a project manage- 

ment approach tends to induce stress and conflict rather 

than reduce it (9:85; 49:1; 50:2; 42; 48:56,67). 

Because project management is so solidly objective 

oriented, often at the expense of normal organizational 

stability, it should be reserved for tasks that are large 
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enough, complex enough, and important enough to warrant an 

integration of diverse resources toward task accomplishment 

(48:56-59; 1:3).  One of the largest and most complex tasks 

today, in terms of organizational complexity and state-of- 

the-art technology, is that part of DoD management that deals 

with weapon system acquisition.  In the late 1950's and early 

1960's military planners increasingly recognized that serious 

inadequacies within traditional management practices were 

hindering the vital interface of human and nonhuman resources 

that were necessary to acquire weapon systems.  They also 

recognized that project management concepts could be adapted 

to the military environment (11:281-283). 

Program Management Concepts 

Whereas Cleland (11:281-283) has provided a his- 

torical background of the evolution of project management 

within DoD, Morrison has analyzed the first major steps 

taken by the Air Force to adopt project management con- 

cepts.  Project management concepts provided the founda- 

tion for a series of Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) 

Manuals called the "375 series'- that, in detail, pre- 

scribed the Air Force form of project management—program 

management (36).  The 375 series has since been superseded 

by Air Force 800 series regulations :nd AFSC 800 series 

pamphlets (AFSCP's). 

AFSCP 800-3 defines program management as: 

The process whereby a single manager is responsible 
for planning, organizing, coordinating, directing, and 
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Controlling the combined efforts of Air Force contrac- 
tors and participating organizations in accomplishing 
program/project objectives [51:Al-2]. 

Comparing this definition with Cleland's earlier 

description of project management reveals the conceptual 

similarities of project and program management.  Figure 2 

breaks out and matches Cleland's description with the above 

definition by key phrases. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT Concept PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 

Managers acting as 
unifying agents for 
particular projects 

Time, funds, material, 
people, and technology 

A unique organization 
superimposed on the 
traditional functional 
organization structure 

The 
Manager 

Responsibilities 

Vehicle 

A single manager...respon- 
sible [for]...accomplish- 
ing program/project 
objectives. 

Planning,  organizing, 
coordinating,  directing 
and controlling the com- 
bined efforts of Air Force 
contractors and partici- 
pating organizations 

(Not specifically covered 
in definition) 

Figure  2.     Project Management/Program Management Comparison 

Project management and program management are similar 

conceptually in the way the project/program manager operates 

In a focal position tor the specific effort. From this focal 

position the manager uses his project/program organization to 

discharge similar responsibilities. Although the program 

management definition does not specifically address organiza- 

tion, the next section will include a comparison of the proj- 

ect and program forms of organization. 
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Project Organization 

No set definition exists that specifies the exact 

form a project organization must take. When initiating a 

project, a range of variations exist from a pure "functional" 

to a pure "project" form of organization (10:171; 11:288-289; 

48:55). A distinguishable characteristic of the various 

forms is the amount of formal authority provided the project 

managar. 

Formal authority refers to the legitimate right to 

influence others that is conferred on a manager by the dic- 

tates of the organization.  On the other hand, informal 

authority is the influence a manager acquires due to his per- 

sonal methods of working with other people (45:Ch,12).  Under 

traditional theories of management, a project manager in a 

functional organization would possess formal authority com- 

mensurate with his responsibility; however, his authority is 

often inadequate to bring diverse resources from other func- 

tional areas of the organization to bear on his project.  In 

a project form of organization a project manager's responsi- 

bility and authority may well be greater than in the func- 

tional, but his authority is not increased proportionately 

with the responsibility (10:171; 11:288-289).  A project 

manager must then rely on his informal authority—influence 

not formally conferred but ob ^ined through his personality 

by inspiring others to support ^ e project's efforts. 

In the project form of organization, the project 

manager functions in a line capacity reporting directly to 
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a chief executive, in what John F. Mee has characterized as 

". . .a 'web of relationships' rather than a line and staff 

relationship of work performance [32;72]."  The personnel 

within a project form of organization in most cases remain 

accountable to their normal line supervisors and, depending 

on the situation, may or may not come under the direct 

authority of the project manager (32:72; 11:286-289; 24:147; 

47:3; 13:109).  The project manager must rely on informal 

authority to make up any difference between his assigned 

responsibility and his formal authority, as is shown in 

Figure 3. 

Project 
Manager 
Formal 
Authority/ 
Responsibility 

Responsibility Informal 
Authority 

 . Formal Authority 

Pure 
Functional — 
Organization 

Project 
Form of 
Organization 

Figure 3.  Project Manager Formal Authority/Responsibility 
Relationship in Different Organizational Forms 

Program Organization 

Cleland has pointed out that the form of a project 

organization should be dictated by the situation presented 

by a particular project (11:289).  The Air Force project 

organization, the System Program Office (SPO), is flexible 
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in concept and can be shaped to meet the demands of a par- 

ticular program.  By definition, the SPO is:  "the office 

organized by the PM [program manager] to assist him in 

accomplishing the program tasks [55:5]."  The organization 

is tailored through application of management approaches 

that vary from management by procedures (step-by-step pro- 

cedures are followed) to management by objectives (objec- 

tives only, not procedures, are provided) (51:i-4); the 

program manager frequently possesses extensive program 

responsibilities but, as with the civilian project manager, 

In concept, the project and program approaches to 

organization are similar.  In either situation a similar 

problem also arises.  Whether it be a project organization 

or a program organization, an increased level of stress 

can be expected because functional relationships and formal 

authority are not completely defined (33:59).  The project/ 

program manager must handle the imperfections that result 

from the project/program forms of organizations with the 

informal authority that he nurtures (47:2-3; 13:111-113; 

11:283-284). 

The Project Manager 

A project manager occupies a unique and rare posi- 

tion.  He is ". . . the focal point within the [project] 

organization through which major decisions and considera- 

tions flow [11:285]."  Avots (3:78-79) and other authors 
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(48:298; 11:286) have stressed the need for carefully choos- 

ing the right man to head a project.  The nature of project 

management demands that a project manager possess high 

degrees of technical and managerial experience and a "knack" 

for interacting with people to get a job done.  In addition, 

formal authority is necessary if the project manager is to 

successfully direct day-to-day project operations.  Cleland 

(11:285) has underscored the need for a solid base of formal 

authority from which relationships with other agencies can be 

built. 

However, as earlier shown in describing project 

organization types, a project manager frequently does not 

possess authority commensurate with his responsibility.  On 

the other hand, according to traditional theory, a functional 

manager receives sufficient authority to discharge his 

responsibilities (10:151).  Table 1 shows a comparison of 

functional and project viewpoints.  This table emphasizes 

the highly structured environment in which a functional man- 

ager operates:  line-staff relations are set, a scalar chain 

dictates operations, and responsibility is specified.  Con- 

versely, a project manager "... must manage activities 

that include extensive participation by organizations and 

people not under direct (line) control [10:152}." 

Cleland and King have asserted that: 

One of the project manager's greatest sources of 
authority involves the manner in which he builds 
alliance?, in his environment—with his peers, asso- 
ciates, superiors, subordinates, and other interested 
parties [10:239]« 
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PHENOMENA 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of the Functional and 

the Project Viewpoints* 

PROJECT VIEWPOINT FUNCTIONAL VIEWPOINT 

Line-staff 
organiza- 
tional 
dichotomy 

Scalar 
principle 

Superior- 
subordinate 
relationship 

Organizaional 
objectives 

Unity of 
direction 

Vestiges of the hierarchical 
model remain, the line func- 
tions are placed in a support 
position. A web of authority 
and responsibility relation- 
ships exists. 

Elements of the vertical 
chain exist, but prime em- 
phasis is placed on hori- 
zontal and diagonal work 
flow.  Important business 
is conducted as the legit- 
imacy of the task requires. 

Peer-to-peer, manager-to- 
technical-expert, associate- 
to-associate, etc., relation- 
ships are used to conduct 
much of the salient business. 

Management of a project be- 
comes a joint venture of 
many relatively independent 
organizations. Thus, the 
objective becomes multi- 
lateral. 

The project manager manages 
across functional and organi- 
zational lines to accomplish 
a common interorganizational 
objective. 

Line functions have direct 
responsibility for accomplish- 
ing the objectives; line 
commands, and staff advises. 

The chain of authority rela- 
tionships is from superior to 
subordinate throughout the 
organization. Central, cru- 
cial, and important business 
is conducted up and down the 
vertical hierarchy. 

This is the most important 
relationship? if kept healthy, 
success will follow. All 
important business is con- 
ducted through a pyramiding 

subordinates. 

Organizational objectives are 
sought by the parent unit (an 
assembly of suborganizations) 
working within its environ- 
ment.  The objective is uni- 
lateral. 

The general manager acts as 
the one head for a group 
of activities having the 
same plan. 

Parity of 
authority 
and respon- 
sibility 

Time duration 

Considerable opportunity 
exists for the project man- 
ager's responsibility to ex- 
ceed his authority.  Sup- 
port people are often 
responsible to other man- 
agers (functional) for pay, 
performance reports, pro- 
motions, etc. 

The project (and hence the 
organization) is finite in 
duration. 

Consistent with functional 
management; the integrity of 
the superior-subordinate 
relationship is maintained 
through functional authority 
and advisory staff services. 

Tends to perpetuate itself 
to provide continuing 
facilitative support. 

•Source 
and Project Management 

. Cleland and William R. King.  Systems Analysis 
New York:  McGraw-Hill, 1968, p. 153. 
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Through informal alliances the project manager compensates 

for inadequacies in his formal authority, the project organi- 

zation, and formal and informal communication channels.  A 

case study by Mescher and Kayser (33:57-64) described how 

one project manager failed to achieve successful project 

termination because of the support he lost in other depart- 

ments at a critical point in the project.  An observation 

survey of pjoject manager interactions by Keith Davis (13) 

revealed that project managers spent most of their time 

pursuing extradepartmental contacts and performing inte- 

grator duties.  So much is accomplished outside Qf^jWJgaaj—■-..tv,,.,,,. - - «—r»» 

MM 
,^^k^f,^j^£""organi2ation channels that Cleland and King have 

cautioned against relying on an organizational chart to 

ascertain how a project organization (or a project manager) 

functions (10:191).  Because a ". . . project manager is 

involved in managing diverse and extraorganizational 

activities which require unification and integration [11: 

284] ..."  he, as an individual, is crucial to a project. 

The Program Manager 

Within an Air Force System Program Office the 

individual, the focal point, is the program manager.  The 

Air Force defines a program manager as "the single Air 

Force manager (System Program Director, Program/Project 

Manager, or System/Item Manager) during any ph-.se of the 

acquisition life cycle [55:4]."  Broad responsibilities 

for a program manager have been outlined in AFR 800-2; 
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however, the fact that participating organizations over whom 

a project manager will possess no authority often supply 

vital support to a program has also been stressed.  Though 

a program manager can expect to receive "... maxirum 

authority and responsibility . . . [55:2]" he will probably 

not possess authority commensurate with his responsibilities. 

Still in theory, as with the project manager, "... the 

program manager provides the focal point for leadership of 

team efforts concerning his program [55:2]." 

In practice, however, a program manager may not 

*.*. -««volwa-y-&»spera^fee-* äe»^a-Jaht^bJ^JAT\sjrjy.actureaL^asaaa where frg^*. 

must rely heavily on informal relationships to overcome 

insufficient authority.  He may be involved in "management 

by procedures or institutionalized management, whereby step- 

by-step procedures are provided to the people charged with 

completing the task [51:1-4]." Therefore, a program manager 

may operate to some degree much like a functional manager 

working in a highly structured environment, or he may oper- 

ate to some degree as a project manager would (51:1-4 - 1-5). 

In some situations a program manager may act less as 

a manager and more as a technical specialist.  Again, this 

situation differs from the theory of how a project/program 

manager should operate.  Stewart has stressed that a proj- 

ect (program) manager should not become involved in strictly 

technical tasks (44:63). 

To capture a more definitive meaning of how a 

program manager may operate, a previous research effort 
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chose to operationally define a program manager as: 

a manager or technical specialist in a weapon 
system program organization who is directly involved 
in program mission accomplishment, and is in a posi- 
tion to influence the actions of others toward that 
accomplishment. The term excludes personnel in 
administrative or other indirect support functions 
[12:4]. 

This operational definition meshes program manager theory 

with actual practice by emphasizing influence while also 

addressing the fact that a program manager may in some 

positions be more of a technical specialist.  This less 

than theoretically pure approach to the organizational 

n^Au^rg^Qf^^j^pro^ram manager's tasks has been subject to 

criticism. 

A contention has been that, in reality, a program 

manager is not the focal point that a project manager is. 

Rather a program manager has become little more than a 

glorified functional manager.  For example, Cleland has 

asserted that the program manager is positioned too low 

within DoD's organizational structure to be a true focal 

point for major program decisions (11:289) .  Hayward has 

pointed to a lack of program fiscal control, increased 

management layers, and overpowering evaluation-type 

agencies as reasons why a program manager cannot perform 

as the central figure of a program as conceptualized in 

project management theory (21). 

In summary, an Air Force program manager may not 

always assume the conceptual role as a focal point in an 

unstructured management environment. A program manager may, 
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by design, take a highly proceduralized approach to managing 

a program.  Or, an Air Force manager may not, formally or 

informally, be in a position to act as a true program focal 

point.  No specific guidelines are available to point out the 

real program managers in a program.  Obvious indicators such 

as grade, job title, or organizational level do not accurately 

reveal true program managers.  One approach is to closely 

examine the organizational nature of tasks that a manager 

performs and, if these tasks are program management oriented, 

that manager can be defined as a program manager in a con- 

ceptual sense.  A method of determining the organizational 

nature of a manager's tasks is to determine how a manager 

perceives his role within the organization. 

THE PROJECT/PROGRAM MANAGER'S ROLE 

Conflict 

In the complex organizational environment of project 

management, a better understanding of conflict has become 

vital (9:34).  The search for better understanding, however, 

is hindered by a problem of interpretation that exists 

because the term conflict has acquired many meanings (40: 

298).  In an all-encompassing manner conflict has been 

defined as ". . . two or more entities trying to occupy the 

same state/space, but only one can do so [18:671]."  This 

broad definition has been narrowed by management scientists 

and applied to organizational behavior.  For example, Kelly 

has observed that conflict occurs when a group faces a 
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novel problem or task, or when new values are imported from 

the social environment into a group (26*512).  Opinion on 

how an organization should treat conflict varies from a 

classical viewpoint to a neoclassical viewpoint. 

Classical theory treats conflict as an organizational 

aberration that can be avoided or eliminated by proper organ- 

isational balance.  One way to attain a proper organizational 

balance is through a scalar process whereby each position 

within the chain-of-command is defined so that an equality 

of responsibility and authority exists (45:Ch.3, Chap.10).  In 

other words, classical theory treats conflict as largely a 

structural problem i«their^L'han a**~an integral £*&ta^s£..«0!a&-al*Mn. 

intercourse. 

The neoclassical theory of management relates con- 

flict to people in that "... conflict presupposes clashes 

of values and interests between groups or individuals [45: 

189]."  Behavioral scientists view conflict as a natural 

result of the integration of interfunctional activities 

within organizations.  Given then that conflict will always 

be present, the question becomes how it should be treated. 

The answer to this question reveals an advancement 

from the idea of conflict elimination to viewing conflict 

as constructive as well as destructive (9:86; 8:305).  This 

second and more recent view has been summarized by Bennis: 

We do not believe that the elimination of conflict 
is invariable or even typically the desirable goal in 
wise management of conflict as many who identify con- 
sensus with agreement tend to do.  Conflicts stem 
basically from differences among persons and groups. 
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Elimination of conflict would mean the elimination of 
such differences.  The goal of conflict management is, 
for us, better conceived as the acceptance and enhance- 
ment of differences among persons and groups . . . 
[7:152]. 

Whether a given state of conflict is functional or dysfunc- 

tional is not an absolute concept, but rather, depends on 

the perceptions of the groups or individuals involved. 

Perception.  Perception is not just an innate conditioned 

reaction to stimulus but depends largely on past learning 

and assumptions recalled at a particular occasion.  In 

referring to perceived conflict the inference is to a 

process where information is received, assembled and com- 

Rar,ed with QflgJycon.fJLi^t^p:^pp.rJ.ejv^^lJ»9 : 934»— - X&*a«,.£ouuafc.he^- 

effort to relate the importance of perception with regard 

to conflict Robert Nye has stated that: 

. . . the way in which interacting parties per- 
ceive what is happening is crucial in determining the 
probability of conflict.  If a situation is not per- 
ceived as involving competition, domination, or 
provocation, it is unlikely that hostile reactions 
will occur [38:88]. 

Therefore, the assessment as to whether or not conflict is 

ir.^inging on a party must be made in reference to the 

party's perceived conflict. 

Role Conflict. One reference from which a person perceives 

conflict is his role.  As defined by Hare: 

. . . role refers primarily to the set of expec- 
tations which group members share concerning the 
behavior of a person who occupies a position in the 
group [19:122], 
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When expectations are not congruent with a person's percep- 

tions of his role, role conflict occurs. 

Role conflict has been defined as ". . . the simul- 

taneous occurrence of two [or more] sets of pressures such 

that compliance with one would make more difficult compliance 

with the other [25:19]." For example, Kahn, et al., have 

expounded a boundary position concept which states that 

persons in positions that require them to interface with 

organizations or sub-organizations outside of their own tend 

to experience high levels of role conflict (25:101).  Sim- 

ilarly, Miles has used the term integrator to identify 

Miles administered a questionnaire developed by 

Rizzo, et al., to a Research and Development organization. 

The questionnaire was designed to measure perceived levels 

of role conflict and role ambiguity (44).  Miles found sig- 

nificant correlations between perceived levels of role 

conflict and role ambiguity and various personal outcomes 

such as job dissatisfaction, tension, and anxiety.  In 

particular, Miles found that managers identified as inte- 

grators perceived the highest levels of role conflict and 

role ambiguity in the organization (34; 35). 

The term integrator has been used to describe a 

program manager whose organizational nature of tasks are 

program management oriented (10:165).  However, as already 

developed, a program manager may also assume a functional 

task orientation where he performs few, if any, integrator 
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duties. With this range of task orientations possible, pro- 

gram managers would be expected to assume varying levels of 

conflict depending on the organizational nature of their 

tasks.  That is, as the organizational nature of a program 

manager's tasks become more program management oriented, his 

perceived level of role conflict would be expected to 

increase. 

Ambiguity 

The term conflict tends to be all encompassing when 

discussing the consequences of social interaction (40:298). 

However, "conflict" pertains to clashes* of values and inter- 

ests and does not address another condition common in social 

organizations—ambiguity. 

Ambiguity alludes to ". . . the lack of clear, con- 

sistent information . . . [25:23]." Lack of good information 

may result because of the nonexistence of information, inad- 

equately communicated information, or the existence of con- 

flicting information.  What constitutes a lack of clear 

consistent information depends, as conflict does, on a per- 

son's perception.  As with conflict, one reference from which 

a person's perception of ambiguity grows is the role in which 

that person is involved. 

Role Ambiguity.  The term "expectation," used earlier in the 

definition of role, refers to ■. . . the formal demands made 

by the organization, and the informal ones made by the groups 

contacted by the individual in a work situation [45:207]." 

•^««ittaiiMr .— 
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From these demands an individual defines his role within an 

organization.  When information is lacking and an individual 

is unable to clearly define his role, role ambiguity results. 

Role ambiguity has been defined as ". . . the lack of 

the necessary information available to a given organizational 

position . . . [44:151]." According to classical theory, 

each position within an organization receives sufficient 

information to perform specific tasks.  When this does not 

occur role theory states that anxiety and tension result (44: 

151).  Project management is one situation where information 

flows and tasks are not completely defined (25:101; 35:34). 

As already developed, a project manager's tasks are 

seldom completely defined.  Similarly, the project organiza- 

tion that he integrates with other organizations often does 

not provide sufficient formal interfaces with them so that 

an adequate formal communication system can develop.  How- 

ever, because he has tenure in a project, a project manager 

has time to work toward reducing role ambiguity by defining 

and stabilizing his formal and informal information systems 

(35:34-36). 

Since the organizational nature of a program man- 

ager's tasks may be functional as well as program oriented, 

in situations where the organizational nature of a program 

manager's tasks are program management oriented, he should 

generally experience greater role ambiguity. 

In summary, role conflict and role ambiguity are 

two different conditions that exist within an organization, 
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(25:35).  Though different, their effects may be very simi- 

lar.  Recognizing this, Kahn (25:35) conceived a new term 

that allows study of these two conditions in concert. 

Role Stress 

Role stress is the term that has been used by Kahn 

to collectively address the effects of role conflict and 

role ambiguity.  Rolo stress is defined as the sum of role 

conflict and role ambiguity given the assumption that role 

conflict and role ambiguity are independent (25:Part II). 

Kahn has pointed out that being able to cope with just one 

of these factors of role stress will not necessarily reduce 

role stress significantly if the other factor is very strong 

(25:54) . 

In certain situations the program manager has been 

shown to be very vulnerable to role conflict and role ambi- 

guity (10:165-166; 35:34; 9).  From this, the program man- 

ager can also be said to be very vulnerable to role stress. 

More precisely, as the organizational nature of a program 

manager's tasks become more project oriented, his perceived 

role stress should be expected to increase. 

TENURE 

Tenure Concepts 

Turnover, personnel movement into and out of an 

organization, has been widely studied.  As job training 
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becomes moro expensive and job experience more valuable, 

organizations seek to retain individuals longer.  Attention 

has primarily been centered on avoidable turnover—that por- 

tion of total turnover that organizations might be able to 

influence by some positive action (41) .  In tne military the 

conceptual opposite of turnover—tenure—has been the subject 

of study 

Tenure has been defined as ". . . the length of time 

the person has been a member of the organization [25:158]." 

In a study that compared tenure at different levels of man- 

agement between a business firm and an Air Force base, 

Grusky found that at middle management levels 97 percent 

of the business managers had over two years on the job 

whereas only 49 percent of the Air Force managers had over 

two years on the job.  However, Grusky went on to point out 

that frequent rotation had become such a common part of the 

military organization that the adverse affects of short 

tenure had been discounted.  One reason given for ehe adap- 

tation to frequent rotation was the basic bureaucratic 

nature of the military organization that emphasizes rules, 

procedures, and impersonality over personal uniqueness (15). 

Project/Program Manager Tenura 

Personal uniqueness is important to a project man- 

agement organization because the project manager is relied 

upon to counter organizational shortcomings with his ability 

to move toward project goals through the development of 
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informal relationships.  Because a significant part of a 

project's mode of operation is shaped by the personality 

that a project manager interjects, project management con- 

cepts call for a project manager to remain with a project 

from conception to termination.  As Davis stated: 

The project manager generally has complete 
managerial, budget, and technical responsibility 
for directing a specialized research or develop- 
ment project.  The mix of his group is tailored to 
fit one specific job, and when the. job is finished, 
he is returned to his 'permanent' 70b or to another 
project . . . [18:109]. 

However, as the complexity and length of projects have 

tended to increase, the practice of "one man-one project" 

has been gradually modified. 

Butler has alluded to the possibility that project 

managers might change at certain points during a project 

life because: 

... a rniform leadership style may not be 
optimal over the project life cycle during which 
the desired behavior mode tends to evolve from 
creative discovery, through innovative develop- 
ment of relevant ideas, through programmed produc- 
tion and test of the end product, and finally to 
introduction and support of the product in use 
[9:89]. 

The weapon acquisition process is divided into five 

major phases, each possessing unique objectives.  The first 

four phases are separated by required program continuation 

decisions that are made by the Defense System'-» Acquisition 

Review Council.  These phases, their definitions, and the 

required decisions are shown in P.loure 4 (51:1-1 - 1-2). 
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Larsen and Rupert (28) combined the five phases into 

the three categories shown in Figure 4,  and examined the 

organizational climate of SPOs within each category.  They 

found that organizational climate did vary between SPOs in 

different categories, though not always to a significant 

degree.  Their finding supports Butler's idea that project 

organization behavioral modes change during the life cycle 

of a project. 

Since it has been shown that behavioral modes change 

during a project, Butler's idea that leadership styles should 

also change to accommodate these changing behavior modes 

deserves consideration.  Coggeshall and Jasso (12) found no 

significant differences in leadership styles between SPOs 

in different categories.  However, Air Force policy trends 

indicate increasing recognition of Butler's ideas. 

In 1964, the Air Force instituted a system program 

manager career field for the purpose of ". . . developing 

and utilizing system program managers [4:51]."  Though this 

action did not directly address program manager tenure, 

later guidance by DOD Directive 5000.1 did. 

The assignment and tenure of program managers 
shall be a matter of concern to DoD Component Heads 
and shall reflect career incentives designed to attract, 
retain and reward competent personnel [52:2]. 

This broad guidance has been supplemented by DOD Directive 

5000.23 which states: 

Tenure of assignments must be sufficient to 
ensure not only effective management and evaluation, 
but also continuity of management.  Changes of Pro- 
gram Managers, if necessary, should normally occur 
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near major program milestones, and only with the 
approval of the Chartering Authority to whom the 
Program Manager is responsible as specified in the 
Program Charter.  There should be a period of over- 
lap between the Program Manager and his replacement 
[53:3-4]. 

A study of SPO staffing practices that pre-dates the 

above guidance by approximately three years revealed that a 

number of perceived bureaucratic encumbrances within the Air 

Force Manpower and Personnel system hindered SPO manning. 

First, lack of tenure, due to short-term assignments and 

unexpected losses, was identified and pinpointed as a contin- 

uing problem.  Second, assignment system rigidity and lag 

often prevented planned replacement job overlap.  These 

factors contributed to situations where SPOs were forced to 

operate shorthanded with inexperienced personnel (39:60). 

However, the same study also disclosed vestiges of 

new policies in which certain program managers were iden- 

tified to receive tenure related assignment control.  New 

policies allowed "... freezing the personnel and providing 

the continuity that is required if the Systems Management 

program is to function properly [39:60]."  The study, then, 

revealed that a trend toward active control of program 

manager tenure had existed even before the publication of 

DODD 5000.23. 

COOD 5000.23 recommends that Program Manager change- 

over occur "... near major program milestones . . . [53: 

4]" which is in concert with Butler's statement tha_ 

"... a uniform leadership style may not be optimal over 
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the project life cycle . . . [9:89]." As developed earlier, 

a Program Manager may fill a position where the organiza- 

tional nature of his tasks may be functionally oriented 

rather than program management oriented.  In a functional 

position, where tasks are highly proceduralized and deper- 

sonalized, tenure greater than what normal Air Force policies 

allow would not seem necessary.  On the other hand, the 

highly interpersonal requirements of a program manager in a 

project-oriented organization should be reflected by policies 

calling for greater tenure within a program organization. 

Kahn, et al., have found that as tenure among super- 

visors increase they tend to profess greater adherence to 

rules and procedures (25:158-160).  Additionally, as tenure 

increases supervisors tend to support formal organization 

rules over personal, informal rules (25:159).  A similar 

reaction might be expected from program managers.  That is, 

as a program manager's tenure increases he might be expected 

to adapt a more formal, functionally oriented appioach to his 

tasks. 

Tenure and Role Stress 

Kahn has identified rapid organizational change as 

a major source of role stress.  For example, as an organi- 

zation grows rapidly, frequent personnel changes cause 

increasing levels of role ambiguity.  Thus as tenure 

decreases role stress tends to increase (25:76). 
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From experimental . ..search on ad hoc and established 

groups, Hall and Williams conclude that established groups 

(high tenure) were able to attain higher levels of group 

creativity through more objective treatment of role conflict 

than ad hoc (low tenure) groups (17:221). Ad hoc groups 

tended to rely on traditional methods of compromise and to 

avoid radical ideas whereas established groups tended to 

view conflict and stress as constructive and typically con- 

structed new procedures and methods to foster new ideas and 

resolve differences (17:221). 

As already developed, the ability to interact with 

others in creative ways is a necessary attribute of a proj- 

ect/program manager.  Program managers with stabilized tours 

of duty that permit high tenure and group maturity should be 

expected to foster ideas and methods that tend to improve 

resolution of differences and instabilities.  Thus, SPOs in 

which program manager tenure is high should possess lower 

levels of role conflict and role ambiguity (role stress) 

within the organization. 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 

In discussing stress, tenure, and the organizational 

nature of program manager's tasks, a number of previously 

researched and expressed relationships were presented.  From 

these relationships, three logical extensions of the concepts 

contained herein were expressed by the authors as being ger- 

mane to the program management environment.  Expressed as 
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hypotheses, the logical extensions of the concepts discussed 

in this chapter are: 

Hi: The higher the tenure of a program manager the 

more functionally oriented the organizational nature of his 

tasks tend to be. 

H2:  The greater the tenure of program managers 

within an assigned job, the lower their level of perceived 

role stress within that organization. 

H3: As the program manager's tasks become more 

project oriented, his perceived level of role stress 

increases. 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

This research effort is part of an ongoing research 

project that is examining various behavioral factors within 

System Program Offices (SPOs) of the Aeronautical Systems 

Division (ASD).  Therefore, a number of methodology con- 

ventions established in previous research studies are used 

so that this study can contribute to the ongoing project. 

Appendix F contains a list of the other research efforts in 

this project. 

DESCRIPTION OF POPULATION 

The universe consists of all project/program 

managers. Within this universe the study focuses on a 

population consisting of program managers within Air Force 

Systems Command (AFSC), which has the responsibility for 

the development and acquisition of Air Force weapon systems. 

However, time and monetary considerations necessitated 

limiting the sample-producing population to program 

managers in SPOs within ASD that could be classified as 

being both dedicated to one specific weapon system and 

classified in a particular acquisition category, as pre- 

sented in Figure 4. 

?6 
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Because the population was necessarily limited, the 

data-producing sample of program managers is a sample of 

convenience (22:327).  However, common policies and regula- 

tions in AFSC govern the selection of program managers 

throughout the command. Additionally, the military members 

of the population share a variety of common experiences, 

including professional education, military training, and a 

multitude of military socializing influences.  These common 

factors support a consideration that the results of this 

study may be applied to the broader population. 

In concert with previously established convention 

the sample producing population consists of those managers 

and specialists within identified SPOs that were either com- 

missioned officers in the Air Force or Air Force employed 

civilians in the grade of GS-7 or higher (43:25-26; 12:3-4). 

Administrative and other support personnel were excluded. 

The purpose of using grade or civilian rating rather than 

job title as a population descriptor was to permit focusing 

on a broad spectrum of possible management orientations. 

Additionally, as established in Chapter 2, in AFSC the 

job title is not necessarily an accurate indicator of 

management orientation. 

As shown in Table 2, the sample-producing population 

was stratified into three categories according to the SPO's 

position in the weapon system acquisition process.  Previous 

research studies had isolated certain variables as being 

similar in degree among SPOs in a given category.  One 
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study found a significant difference in organizational cli- 

mate among SPOs of the different categories (29:Chap.III). 

Two other studies, though not as conclusive, found that 

certain aspects of leadership and job satisfaction were 

similar among SPOs within a given category (12; 43). 

Table 2 

Sample-Producing Population Information 

CATEGORY I CATEGORY II CATEGORY III 

ACQUISITION 
PHASE(S) 

Conceptual 
Validation Development Production 

Deployment 

SPOS 
IDENTIFIED 

RPV Compass Cope 
Advanced RPV 
CCV 
AMST 
Advanced Tanker/ 

Cargo Aircraft 

B-1 
F-16 
ALCM 

F-4 
F-5 

AGM-65 
F-15 
A-10 

POPULATION 92 268 468 

Note:  Reference Appendix E for program descriptions, 

The purpose of population str Ai.fication in this 

study was to acknowledge and attempt to somewhat normalize 

some of the many complex behavioral variables that exist 

within the SPO environment.  The evidence from previous 

research, as presented above, suggests that stratification 

in the manner shown in Table 2 might improve category 

homogeneity in the areas of organizational climate, leader- 

ship, and job b-itisfaction. 
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SELECTION OF SAMPLE 

Qualified individuals within each category were 

identified from ASD Manning Documents and given an identi- 

fication number.  A random noirter aenerator then selected 

50 individuals from each category.  A sample size of 50 was 

selected to accommodate the possibilities of missing data 

and still permit statistical analysis based on the assump- 

tion of  normality (56:146). 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

A four-part questionnaire was distributed personally 

by the researchers to each member of the sample.  The purpose 

of using this distribution method was to: 

1. maximize response (reduce nonrespondent bias) 

by personally encouraging each subjsct to respond and by 

answering questions of an administrative nature concerning 

the questionnaire, and 

2. acquire a "feel" for the SPO environment from 

which the data would come. 

Sample members were asked to complete the question- 

naire within a reasonable amount of time and return it in 

pre-addressed enveloped via the inter-office administrative 

mail system of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 

Questionnaires were processed and data coded with 

no reference to individuals or SPOs.  Strict confidentiality 

was maintained at all times on all completed questionnaires. 

Sample members were given an option whereby they could 
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remove a study summary request form and forward it under 

separate cover to the researchers. 

DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT/VARIABLES 

Each section of the questionnaire addressed a 

particular variable.  Therefore, each part of the question- 

naire is discussed with the variable it was designed to 

collect data on.  Appendix A contains a complete question- 

naire and related documents. 

Part I - Tenure 

Part I was a demographic data sheet used to obtain 

general conscious level information.  In particular, two 

questions were structured to obtain a measure of time in a 

SPO (in months) and a measure of time in the present posi- 

tion in a SPO (in months).  Tenure, in this study, is defined 

as the number oi months a program manager had been in his 

current position. 

Part II - Organizational Nature of a Manager's Tasks 

An extensive search was unsuccefssful in locating an 

instrument that would measure the degree to which a manager 

is program or functionally oriented.  Therefore, Part II of 

the questionnaire was structured around the relevant differ- 

ences between program and functional managers as cited by 

Cleland (see Table 1) (10:152).  The variable organj zational 

nature of a manager's tasks was defined as the degree to 
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which a manager operated in a program management manner. 

This variable is envisioned as a continuum ranging from a 

pure functional orientation to a pure program management 

orientation (see Chapter II, pp. 17). 

Nine questions were composed by the researchers 

to define the organizational nature of a manager's tasks. 

The questions solicited responses on a range of values 

weighted from one to seven.  The scores for all the ques- 

tions were summed and averaged to provide an interval 

measure of the organizational nature of the respondent's 

tasks.  The lower the respondent's score the more func- 

tionally oriented the nature of the individual's tasks. 

The higher ehe score the more program management oriented 

the individual's tasks. 

Part III - Stress 

Part III of the questionnaire was an instrument 

developed by Rizzo, et al. to measure role stress and to 

examine through factor analysis whether role conflict and 

role ambiguity could Le distinctly identified as intervening 

variables making up role stress (40).  Miles used the instru- 

ment to collect data that supported hypotheses concerning 

causal relationships between stress and certain unfavorable 

personal outcomes within an organization, such as job- 

related tension and job dissatisfaction.  This data also 

supported a hypothesis that role conflict among managers 

became less acute as tenure in a position increased (35:34- 

35). 
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For the purposes of this study role scress is the 

sum of role conflict and role ambiguity.  Odd numbered ques- 

tions referred to role conflict; even numbered questions 

referred to role ambiguity.  The seven response options on 

each question ranged from disagree strongly to strongly 

agree.  Some questions were presented such that response 

reflection (inversion of the scoring scale) was necessary 

to maintain a convention that a low score meant a lower 

level of stress and a high score meant a higher level 

of stress.  The scores of all the questions for each subject 

were summed and averaged to provide an interval measure of 

stress.  The possible range of scores for a given respondent 

vas one to seven.  The higher an individual's score the 

greater the stress he perceived in performing his tasks. 

Part IV - Individual Perception of Task Orientation 

The purpose of Part IV was to lirectly confront the 

respondent with the issue of whether he perceived himself 

to be functionally or program management orientec  This 

question was inserted to provide an additional means of 

analyzing the responses in Part II, 

Interval Scale Data 

Parts II, III, and IV of the questionnaire solicit 

data that is interval in nature; that is, a common and con- 

stant unit of measurement is used which assigns a real 

number to pairs of objects in an ordered set and employs an 

arbitrary zero point.  However, the zero point does not 
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represent the complete absence of ehe attribute under con- 

sideration.  Cardinality in scaling is assumed on the basis 

that equally-apoearing intervals are equal (20:"'0-76). 

A common error that occurs when analyzing interval 

level data is for a researcher to lose sight of the limita- 

tions resulting from not being able to define an absolute 

zero point.  The attractive real number representation of 

data may invite analysis using techniques only applicable 

to higher level data.  Hays cautions that "... the road 

from objects to numbers may be easy, but the return trip 

from numbers to properties of objects is not [20:76]." 

The reader is cautioned against applying statistical 

methods meant for ratio level data to data collected from 

Parts II, III, and IV of the instrument. 

Part II Question Evaluation 

The nine questions written by the researchers in 

Part II were pre-tested and evaluated by five members of 

the faculty of the Graduate Education Division, School of 

Systems and Logistics.  In all, the nine questions were 

evaluated at least three different times by each faculty 

member. 

Instrument Reliability 

"Reliability is an indication of the extent to which 

a measure contains variable error [22:280]." Variable error 

is defined in terms of random fluctuations in performance 

which lead a person to get a different score from one testing 
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session to another (22:283).  Test-retest reliability for the 

data collection questionnaire was determined by distributing 

the questionnaire twice to a pilot study group of ten individ- 

uals.  Time interval between distributions was six weeks. 

Using a Pearson product-moment correlation analysis (refer- 

ence STATISTICAL TEST section) to compare test-retest 

responses, a reliability coefficient (r  ,) was determined 

for Part II *nd Part III of the questionnaire as presented in 

Table 3. 

Table 3 

Test-Retest Reliability Coefficients (r  .) 1 xx1 

Organizational Nature of 
Tasks (Part II - 9 questions)      r  . = .52 

'       xx' 

Stress (Part III - 30 questions)    r  , = .80 
XX 

Helmstadter cautions that when evaluating measurements of 

reliability the content of the test and the measurenent 

method should be considered.  Questionnaires designed to 

solicit feelings and attitudes tend to produce low reli- 

ability measures because of the fluxuating nature of atti- 

tudes and feelings.  Additionally, the test-retest 

reliability measurement method tends to provide a conser- 

vative estimate of reliability, provided the time period 

between test and retest is adequat-2 to minimize spurious 

responses due to original recall (22:283,284,294). 

Attempts to compare Part II and Part III reli- 

abilities may be misleading for two reasons.  First, the 
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two parts fcere designed to measure different attributes. 

Second, as Helmstadter points out, questionnaire length tends 

to influence reliability.  The more questions asked about an 

attribute the closer a questionnaire can come to measuring 

the true amount of that attribute possessed by a respondent 

(22:289).  Part II uses only nine questions to acquire an 

estimate of the attributes it was designed to measure, 

whereas Part III uses 30 questions. 

A test-retest reliability of .52 for Part II of the 

questionnaire is within the boundary values that Helmstadter 

reported for tests with attitude scales (22:296).  Addition- 

ally, the lower number of questions would tend to result in 

a low reliability measurement.  Therefore, for the conditions 

under which Part II was constructed and administered a reli- 

ability correlation of .52 is considered suitable to lend 

confidence that much of the variable error in the responses 

to Part II questions are external to the questions. 

Instrument Validity 

Part II of the questionnaire was designed to measure 

the differences in the functional and program management 

orientation of a manager's tasks.  Cleland maintains that 

"these differences are possibly more theoretical than actual, 

yet differences do exist and they affect the manager modus 

operandi and philosophy [10:153]."  Specifically, Part II 

was constructed using Cleland's comparison of the functional 

and project viewpoints as presented in Table 1.  Since the 
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questions were designed around the well-supported concepts 

expounded by Cleland and otheib, a certain amount of face 

validity should be attributable to Part II of the question- 

naire. 

The extensive evaluation of Part II by faculty 

members of the Management Studies Department and Research 

and Communicative Studies Department, Graduate Education 

Division, School of Systems and Logistics, lends a logical 

validity to the questions in Part II.  Logical validity 

results from extensive subjective evaluation of a.n instru- 

ment by experts to determine if the questions and number of 

questions are adequate to measure a trait (22:298). 

A pilot study was conducted whereby ten individuals 

with experience as program managers were tested with Part II 

of the questionnaire and later interviewed.  The purpose of 

the interview was to ascertain if the individuals felt as if 

Part II of the questionnaire was measuring the organizational 

nature of their tasks orientation.  Their comments provided 

the impetus to further changes in question construction so 

as to improve the face validity of Part II. 

Finally, the results of an inter-correlation analysis 

on the questions in Part II are presented in Appendix D. 

Questions designed to measure the same attribute should 

correlate highly (22:314). With few exceptions the ques- 

tions in Part II did correlate highly with each other.  In 

addition, each question correlated highly with the question 
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in Part IV in which subjects were asked directly how they 

perceived their tasks to oe oriented. 

The outcome of thi; inter-correlation analysis 

strongly suggests that Part II does measure a specific 

attribute.  This conclusion, in concert with the evidence 

presented to support face and logical validity, lends sup- 

port to the validity of Part II of the questionnaire as a 

measure of the organizational nature of a manager's tasks. 

Part III of the questionnaire is an instrument 

designed by Rizzo, et al., to measure the intervening vari- 

ables that make up role stress—role conflict and role 

ambiguity.  Rizzo, et al., constructad the odd-numbered 

questions along role conflict dimensions ar.«i the even- 

numbered questions along role ambiguity dimensions.  He 

then applied factor analysis procedures to the responses 

acquired by the questionnaire. 

Table 15 in Appendix D presents the results of the 

factor analysis performed by Rizzo et al., and the results 

of the factor analysis performed on the data collected by 

Part II of the questionnaire in this study.  Both analyses 

show strong tendencies for data to reduce to the two fundamen- 

tal variables that are aligned with questionnaire construc- 

tion such that the two variables can be distinctly labeled 

role conflict and role ambiguity. 

Factor ar>2lysis ranks as one of the most sophisti- 

cated measure?, of instrument validity (22:299).  "Factor 

analysis is one of the most powerful tools yet devised for 
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the study of complex areas of behavioral scientific concern 

[27:689]."  The results of the factor analysis, presented 

in Appendix D lend confidence that the questions designed 

by Rizzo, et al., measure two attributes that can be justi- 

fiably identified as role conflict and role ambiguity. 

In addition to factor analysis, a comparison of 

the means presented by Rizzo et al. and those acquired 

in this study is presented in Appendix D, Table 16. 

For 22 of the 30 questions that made up Part III no 

significant difference of means existed between the 

two studies (a = .001).  This finding shows that Part 

III yields consistent results when applied to samples 

drawn from the same conceptual population (in this case 

the population consists of managerial and technical 

employees of a large organization). 

STATISTICAL TEST 

In order to determine the relationships between 

variables as explicitly stated in the research hypotheses, 

the Pearson product-moment correlation was used.  The 

interval measurements of one variable were related simul- 

taneously with the interval measurements of another.  A 

value of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 

(Pearson r) may vary between +1.00 and -1.00.  Both of these 

extremes represent perfect linear relationships between the 
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variables; 0.00 represents the absence of a linear relation- 

ship (20:499) . 

The computational formula for determining r  in 

terms of raw scores is 

„ nExy - (Ex) (Ey)  
xy " 

/ [nEx2-(Ex)2] [nEy2-(i:y)2] 

Where:  x and y are variable observation values, and 

n is the sample size. 

A positive Pearson r means that respondents obtain- 

ing high scores on one variable tend to obtain high scores 

on a second variable.  The converse is also true, i.e., 

respondents scoring low on one variable tend to score lew 

on a second variable.  A negative Pearson r means that 

respondents scoring low on one variable tend to score 

high on a second variable.  Conversely, respondents scoring 

high on one variable tend to score low on a second variable 

(20:499) . 

The Pearson r is generally used as a parametric 

measure of the degree of relationship between variables 

(46:30).  However, there is disagreement among researchers 

on the selection of correlation coefficients and the 

assumptions in psychological research regarding the 

bivariate normal distribution of the joint events (X,Y). 

Hays, in discussing the appropriateness of Pearson cor- 

relations for sample data, states that: 
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. . . It is iot necessary to make any assumptions 
at all about the form of the distribution, the vari- 
ability of Y scores within X columns or 'arrays,' or 
the true level of measurement represented by the scores 
in order to employ linear regression and correlation 
indices to describe a given set of data.  So long as 
there are N distinct cases, each having two numerical 
scores, X and Y, then the descriptive statistics of 
correlation and regression may be used.  In so doing, 
we describe the data as though a linear rule were to 
be used for prediction, and this is a perfectly ade- 
quate way to talk about the tendency for these numerical 
scores to associate or "go together" in a linear way in 
these data. 

The confusion has arisen because in inference 
about true linear relationships in populations, and 
in some applications of regression equations to pre- 
dictions beyond the sample, assumptions do become 
necessary . . .  However, one may apply correlation 
techniques to any set of paired-score data, and the 
results are valid descriptions of.two things:  the 
particular linear rule that best applies, and the 
goodness of the linear prediction rule as a summari- 
zation of the tendency of Y scores to differ system- 
matically with differences in X in these data 
(emphasis Hayes) [20:510]. 

In order to make inference to the population, the assump- 

tion of a bivariate normal distribution must be made (20: 

528).  For large samples (n>30) the assumption of a normal 

distribution is reasonable (20:530; Rfi:14fi).  The main 

interest actually is in the value of r  itself, the xy 

estimator of the population correlation coefficient. 

After making the assumption about the population distribu- 

tion of joint (X,Y) events, hypothesis tests were con- 

structed to determine the significance of the linear rela- 

tionships between the variables ond also the direction 

(positive and negative) of the relationship (20:527). 
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

All these variables are completely free to take on 

any value for any observed individual.  Each individual of 

the sample represents the occurrence of a joint X, Y, and 

Z event.  The research hypotheses, stated at the end of 

Chapter 2, concern the relation between the variables, 

taking two variables at a time. A Statistical Package for 

Social Sciences (SPSS) computer package was used to per- 

form the calculations for the Pearson product-moment 

correlation analysis (37:Chap.l3).  A complete statistical 

test summary showing the variables that are tested in each 

hypothesis and their expected direction of correlation is 

displayed in Table 4. 

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 

A .05 level of significance is widely used in 

behavioral science research.  Each of the three hypotheses 

was tested against this standard.  However, due to the 

nature of this research, absolute rejection of statistical 

results around the .05 level of significance and their elimi- 

nation from consideration seemed inappropriate. 

A .10 level of significance was ilr > chosen to test 

the hypotheses so that all possible significant statistical 

results would be displayed for the reader to assess.  The 

decision to use a larger alpha-level (.10) was based on the 

rollowing criteria: 
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1. Exploratory nature of the research - The purpose 

of this study was to explore relationships rather than 

choose between well-developed but contrasting theories.  A 

larger error rate allows the development of more specific 

hypotheses for future study. 

2. Degree of confidence in direction of hypothesis - 

Research provided strong indications of hypothesis direc- 

tionality.  Since directionality (one-tail versus two-tail) 

seemed easily predictable a larger significance level was 

deemed appropriate to focus more attention on strength of 

the relationships. 

3. Practical consequences - This research, in its 

present form, is too conceptual in nature to be the basis 

for a crucial decision at this time.  Therefore, a larger 

level of significance will not cause any practical harm and 

may prove to be helpful if supported hypotheses encourage 

further research under more stringent conditions (28). 

CRITERIA TEST 

A subjective, but structured, comparison is made 

between statistical results and the three criteria tests 

described below. 

The most current guidance concerning program man- 

ager tenure is contained in DODD 5000.23, System Acquisi- 

tion Management Careers.  This document spells out three 

desirable precepts intended to govern program manager 

assignments: 
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1. assignment tenure should be sufficient to 

ensure effective management and conrinuity of management 

2. key program manager rotation should occur near 

major program milestones 

3. a period of overlap should exist between the 

outgoing program manager and his replacement (52:3-4). 

The term "Key program manager" applies to those program 

managers whose tasks are program oriented rather than 

functional oriented.  Those program managers in compliance 

with all of the above precepts will be deemed to be operat- 

ing under the most ideal assignment conditions within ASD. 

These program managers should be experiencing the least 

amount of role stress among key program managers.  In 

addition, those program managers that operate at a func- 

tional level, and therefore, an not considered "key 

program managers," should not be expected to be in com- 

pliance with the above precepts to the extent the program 

managers with program oriented tasks are. 

Patchett and Talley reported that highly experi- 

enced program managers pointed to short term assignments 

and unexpected losses o£ program managers as disruptive 

to a SPO's mission (39:60).  To the extent that these 

conditions still exist within a SPO, role stress should be 

a prevalent factor. 

Finally, opinions were obtained from informal 

interviews with program managers.  The interviews are used 
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to confirm or deny expected relationships among the three 

variables under study. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The assumptions under which this research was con- 

ducted are as follows: 

1. The selected sample of program managers from 

ASD are representative of the population of program man- 

agers in AFSC. 

2. Definitions and assumptions from supportive 

research studies are valid and reasonable (12; 28; 43). 

For example, stratified categories within the weapon 

system acquisition process are logically and sufficiently 

defined to allow further research. 

3. Uncontrolled variables that exist in SPO's 

at different categories of the weapon system acquisition 

process remain distinctive to those categories (28). 

4. The full cooperation of the randomly selected 

program managers within ASD was obtained and resulted in 

the collection of unbiased data. 

LIMITATIONS 

1. The use of an untried and unproved data col- 

lection instrument limits the validity for determining 

the organizational nature of the program manager's tasks. 

2. Time and money limit the scope of the research. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

This chapter presents data analysis results.  First, 

the sample response and respondent profile are displayed. 

Next, the findings of a comprehensive analysis of each of 

the three research variables (organizational nature of man- 

ager's tasks, stress, and tenure) are presented and discussed, 

Following this, the results of a Pearson product-moment cor- 

relation test conducted on each of the three hypotheses are 

presented and evaluated. 

RESPONSE PROFILE 

Out of 150 questionnaires distributed to managers 

in 13 different System Program Offices (SPOs) within 

Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD), 142 were returned, a 

response rate of 95 percent.  The response profile by 

category is presented in Table 5.  All returned question- 

naires were usable for data analysis.  The response from 

each category was sufficient to allow the use of parametric 

statistics (20:530; 56:146).  A respondent profile brief is 

presented in Table 6. 
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Response Profile Statistics 
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Sent Received % Re sponse 

Category I 50 46 92% 

Category II 50 48 96% 

Category III 50 48 96% 

Total 150 142 95% 

VARIABLE ANALYSIS 

Tenure 

To more meaningfully present the results of a com- 

prehensive statistical analysis, tenure data was transformed 

from ratio level to interval level by constructing equal- 

interval tenure year-groups.  A complete Pearson product- 

moment correlation analysis of the hypotheses using both 

classified and non-classified tenure data yielded identical 

results.  Therefore, transformation of tenure data into 

year-group intervals did not mask any true hypothesis 

relationships.  Classification does permit a more meaningful 

presentation of tenure data analysis results. 
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Category I Category II Category III Composite 

Rank (rank/number) 

Militaiy 

Highest Lt Col/3 Lt Col/5 Col/1 Col/1 

Lowest Capt/11 Capt/10 2Lt/l 2Lt/l 

Mode Capt Capt Capt Capt 

Civilian 

Highest GS-15/3 GS-15/2 GS-16/1 GS-16/1 

Lowest GS-12/4 GS-7/1 GS-11/1 GS-7/1 

Mode GS-14 GS-13 GS-13 GS-13 

Military/Civilian 

Number military 23 22 27 72 

Number ci* „lian 23 26 21 70 

Average Tenure 
(months) 

Military 18 17 16 17 

Civilian 39 68 48 53 

Organizational 
Level* 

Military 

Highest Level 1 2 2 1 

Lowest Level 3 4 5 5 

Mode 3 3 3 3 

Civilian 

Highest Level 2 2 2 2 

Lowest Level 5 5 4 5 

Mode 3 3 3 3 

* Organizational level was defined as the Program Director being the 
highest level, those reporting directly to him being the second level, 
and so on through five lovels of the SPO organization. 
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A minor response deviation to the two tenure ques- 

tions in Part I of the questionnaire was discovered and 

rectified. A few civilxan respondents answered the tenure 

question (number of months in present position) by recording 

their tenure in a given technical specialty rather than the 

time in a job within the SPO to which they were assigned. 

In these cases "months in present position" exce: ded "months 

assigned to SPO." After confirming the misunderstanding 

with a number of respondents the data was corrected by using 

"months assigned to SPO" as the tenure observation whenever 

it was exceeded by "months in present position." 

The bar graph in Figure 5 shows how respondent tenure 

saturated the four-year-and-less year-groups at the expense 

of later year-groups.  Ninety ptrcent of the sample had four 

years or less tenure.  Ninety-three percent of the military 

respondents had three years or less tenure, and no military 

respondent had more than four years tenure in a job.  All 

respondents with more than four years tenure were civilian, 

and 50 percent of these respondents came from Category II. 

This data is displayed in Figure 6. 

Seventy-eight percent of the military respondents 

had two-years-or-less tenure and 46 percent had one-year- 

or-iess tenure.  For the Air Force's "ideal" three-to-four 

year assignment policy, it would be expected that tenure 

would be distributed somewhat evenly among the year-groups 

with each year group possessing slightly less than 33 per- 

cent of the sample.  Apparently assignment rotation 
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priorities require some military managers with less than 

three years tenure in a SPO to rotate to new jobs. 

Civilian tenure declined by year-group; however 

20 percent of the civilian respondents had more than four 

years tenure.  Generally, civilian tenure was more evenly 

spread across the year-groups than military tenure. 

Except for Category II, tenure was not as evenly 

distributed across the year-groups as hoped.  The number of 

over-four-years-tenure respondents was too small to accom- 

plish statistically significant year-group analysis.  How- 

ever, the later year-groups were combined in some instances 

to search for trends that might aid future research. 

Organizational Nature of Tasks 

The sample manifested strong program manager task 

orientations.  Analysis of the sample by category and 

military/civilian breakdowns did not diminish this strong 

tendency.  In Part II of the questionnaire a response less 

than four was designed to indicate that a respondent tended 

to act more as a functional manager than a program manager 

in the task element evaluated.  A response greater than four 

indicated a tendency toward a program management orientation 

to tasks.  The question-by-question response profile in 

Figure 7 shows the strength with which the sample perceived 

their orientation toward most tasks as being program manage- 

ment oriented.  Additionally, Table 7 shows that the sample 

responded to the direct question (Part IV of the 
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questionnaire) of how they perceived the organizational 

nature of their tasks with higher scores than those achieved 

in Part II of the questionnaire.  Although Air Force Systems 

Command Pamphlet 800-3 expounds a range of management styles 

from functional to program management in nature (55:1-5) the 

strength of the sample response to Part II and Part IV of 

the questionnaire indicates that a majority of managers 

within SPOs perceive themselves to be program management 

oriented rather than functional management orientation. 

The heavily skewed program management orientated 

response was unexpected.  This study had hoped to evaluate 

a range of task orientations from a functional to program 

management orientation.  However, data is only adequate to 

draw conclusions about managers within SPOs who consider the 

nature of their tasks to be to some degree program management 

oriented. 

Figure 7 shows that responses to questions seven, 

eight, and nine were much lower than the responses to the 

other six questions about the organizational nature of a 

manager's tasks.  A question-by-question parametric corre- 

lation, presented in Appendix D, did not uncover adequate 

response inconsistencies to these three questions to warrant 

their elimination from the data.  The reasons for low 

responses to question seven are not apparent.  Question 

eight response was low because very few managers apparently 

felt that they significantly controlled resources—especially 

money.  Question nine was intended to ascertain the degree to 
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which a manager coordinated activities with other organiza- 

tions both within and outside the SPO (boundary spanning). 

Most respondents interpreted the question to mean activities 

coordinated with organizations strictly outside a SPO.  The 

marked difference in the responses to questions seven, eight, 

and nine as compared to responses to questions one through 

six may indicate that the subject matter addressed by the 

last three questions deserves further study.  Even with the 

mellowing effect of questions seven, eight, and nine a 

number of interesting and significant relationships and 

comparisons among program managers were uncovered. 

Managers in Categories I and III scored significantly 

higher than did Category II managers as shown in Table 7. 

This outcome parallels Larsen and Ruppert's finding that 

SPOs in Categories I and III practice more participative 

management, yielding greater individual identification with 

organization goals, than do SPOs in Category II (28:57-58). 

Generally, Category I SPOs are small in terms of manpower, 

and managers tend to assume more individual responsibility 

and are expected to represent the SPO in more varied areas 

of responsibility.  On the other hand, SPOs tend to reach 

their maximum manpower size during Category II (full-scale 

development).  This growth may lead to a functionalization 

of tasks to facilitate overall management of the large 

organization.  SPO size typically decreases in Category 

III so that managers may again achieve a more broad group- 

ing of responsibilities, requiring them to move across 

! 
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organizational lines in order to accomplish their tasks. 

Not only did organizational nature of tasks scores vary 

significantly between categories, military versus civilian 

scores also varied significantly. 

In Categories 7.1 and III military managers achieved 

higher program management oriented scores than did civilian 

managers.  Overall, the difference was significant at above 

.05, as shown in Table 7.  Discussions with program managers 

revealed that civilian program managers tended to identify 

with professional specialties such as airframe engineering as 

well as with the SPO; whereas, military program managers dis- 

played a general allegiance to the SPO rather than to any spe- 

cialty.  Because of this broader outlook it would seem reason- 

able that military program managers would reflect higher 

program management task oriented scores than civilians. 

Stress 

When examined across categories, stress remained 

relatively stable; however, when military and civilian stress 

scores were compared, a trend became apparent.  Except for 

Category I, military respondents perceived higher levels of 

stress than did civilian respondents This difference in 

perceived stress was significant for Category II respondents 

and the mil. Ltary/ 'civilian composite comparison, as . Ls shown 

in Tabl e 8. 

The stress variable was decomposed into two inter- 

vening variables (role conflict and role ambiguity) ior more 
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Table   8 

Perceived Stress Levels 

Mean 
(Standard Deviation) 

n=number of respondents 

Category I Category II Category III Military/Civilian 
Composite 

Military 3.610 3.8803 3.842 3.780b 

(.565) (.808) (.758) (.710) 

n=23 n=22 n=27 n=72 

Civilian 3.701 3.450a 3.552 3.565b 

(.929) (.808) (.985) (.869) 

n=23 n=26 n=21 n=70 

Category 3.651 3.647 3.715 3.674 
Composite 

(.762) (.828) (.824) (.801) 

n=46 n=48 n=48 n=142 

Difference of means  significant at above   .10   (2-tailed t-test) 

Difference of means significant at above  .10   (2-tailed normal  test) 
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detailed examination.  Rizzo, et al. demonstrated a factorial 

independence between role conflict and role ambiguity in the 

questionnaire developed by them and used in this study. 

Table 15 in Appendix D shows that the stress under discus- 

sion herein demonstrated a factorial independence similar 

to that published by Rizzo, et al (40:160). 

Civilian respondents tended to maintain similar 

levels of role conflict and role ambiguity when viewed 

across categories (Table 9).  Additionally, no significant 
■ 

difference existed between military and civilian levels of 

role conflict and role ambiguity (Table 9), though military 

respondents generally showed higher levels of both inter- 

vening variables. 

Military respondents tended to score higher in role 

conflict than role ambiguity.  This difference was signifi- 

cant in Category III scores and the military composite scores. 

This trend was strong enough to promote a significant differ- 

ence between role conflict and role ambiguity in the Category 

III total sample composite. 

Miles found that perceived role conflict varied 

directly with job activities (tasks) (34:36).  Persons 

involved in personnel supervision and boundary spanning or 

integrator activities perceived significantly higher degrees 

of role conflict than persons involved in scientific research 

activities. 

In this research effort the number of military and 

civilians involved in personnel supervision tasks were 
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similar, 38.9 percent and 35.7 percent respectively.  There- 

fore, personnel supervision tasks do not seem to have 

influenced the difference in perceived role conflict between 

military and civilian program managers. 

However, military program managers may perform more 

boundary spanning tasks within the SPO; whereas civilians 

may perform more tasks that require a well-defined technical 

specialty.  Under these conditions military program managers 

would be expected to perceive greater role conflict than 

civilian program managers. 

The significantly higher level of role conflict over 

role ambiguity shown by respondents in Category III may be 

the result of increased boundary spanning activities and man- 

power changes.  In Category III (production and deployment) 

program managers may perform a greater number of boundary 

spanning activities because of increased interfaces with the 

contractor, the weapon system using command, and Air Force 

Logistics Command.  Also, in Category III SPO manpower 

decrnases from a Category II high.  Role conflict may 

increase because the managers remaining in the program 

must assume tasks previously performed by others. 

One known uncontrollable variable may have influ- 

enced civilian respondent stress scores.  Recent budget con- 

siderations had forced ASD to examine the possibility of 

reducing civilian manpower authorizations.  For civilian 

respondents the prospect, of losing their jobs or accepting 

a grade reduction may have influenced them to score 
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unusually high on stress questions.  However, it is not pos- 

sible at this time to isolate the effect of this situation. 

Future researchers who may use the stress data gathered in 

this research effort should be aware that this condition 

exisred at the time of data collection. 

HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS 

As shown in Table 10 Hypotheses 1 and 3 were sup- 

ported by this research effort at .10 and .05 levels of 

significance respectively.  Additionally, Hypothesis 1 was 

supported by Category II data and Hypothesis 3 by Categories 

I and II data.  Hypothesis 2 was not supported overall or 

in any of the categories.  Each of the hypothesis variables 

has been individually analyzed.  Each hypothesis is examined 

below by further analyzing the relationships between hypoth- 

esis variables. 

HI:  The higher the tenure of a program manager 

the more functionally oriented the organizational 

nature or his tasks tend to be. 

The rationale for this hypothesis was that as program 

managers gain experience in a job and perform that job long 

enough they should acquire personal techniques and proce- 

dures that in effect allow them to functionalize their tasks 

to some degree.  Although this hypothesis was supported 

at above the .10 level by Category II and the composite 

results there is reason to believe a stronger relationship 

exists. 
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As discussed earlier, the sample only reflected ade- 

quate data in year-groups one through four.  Category II 

was the only category to possess a more even distrubition 

of tenure across the nine year-groups and it supported 

Hypothesis 1 at above the .10 level.  The other categories 

did not support Hypothesis 1 at above the .10 level; how- 

ever, the inadequate tenure data spread in Categories I and 

III may have prevented the true strength of the Hypothesis 1 

relationship from surfacing in these categories.  Had data 

been more evenly distributed across the nine year groups a 

stronger relationship may have been uncovered. 

Year-groups fivf» and six responses were compiled and 

placed into a single cell (designated 5A in Figure 8).  Sim- 

ilarly, year-groups seven, eight, and nine responses were 

compiled and placed into a single cell (designated 6A in 

Figure 8).  This operation on the tenure data reduced the 

number of year-groups from nine to six and evened out the 

distribution of tenure across year-groups. 

This modified year-group arrangement, shown in 

Figure 8, revealed that after the three-year point the 

organizational nature of program managers' tasks steadily 

become more functionally oriented, though not to a statis- 

tically significant degree.  This decreasing trend after 

the three-year point is similar to Miles finding that 

division managers and group leaders in Research and Develop- 

ment (R&D) organizations become noticeably more comfortable 

at their jobs after about two-and-one-half yeavs experience 

(34:34) . 
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This decrease in the organizational nature of tasks 

scores may be attributed primarily to civilian influence. 

When military program managers are examined by year-group 

in Figure 9 they show relatively stable task orientations 

for their entire tenure range of up through four years. 

Military program managers may view their assignments as 

time constrained projects in which they pass through "new- 

comer," "eld head," and "short-timer" phases.  This idea 

supports Grusky's contention that military assignments are 

so short as to consist mainly of learning a job and pre- 

paring to leave with very little time in between for apply- 

ing acquired experience to job improvement efforts (15:96). 

The environment within a SPO may change steadily enough over 

time to prevent a military program manager from ever 

learning his job well enough to develop the techniques and 

procedures which might make that job »uore structured and 

his performance of it more efficient. 

H2:  The greater the tenure of program managers 

within an assigned job, the lower their level of 

perceived role stress within that organization. 

The longer a manager has to adjust to his environment 

and to make adjustments to his environment the more he should 

be able to cope with and reduce stress.  Though Hypothesis 2 

was well supported by the literature it was not supported by 

either category or composite results.  Again, the lack of 

an adequate distribution of tenure data may have obscured 
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relationships in the higher tenure year-groups.  An exami- 

nation of stress by year-group yielded no significant 

reduction in stress as tenure increased. 

Over the first four year-groups stress remains at a 

relatively constant level.  When the later year-groups are 

combined into two classes (5A and 6A) as shown in Figure 10 

stress still remains at approximately the same level.  Simi- 

larly, there are no significant changes in role conflict 

or role ambiguity when examined by year-group. 

Miles has supported by research (35:337-338) that 

the variables stress, role conflict, and role ambiguity may 

remain at relatively stable levels while the sources of these 

variables may change.  He goes on to suggest the researchers 

should perhaps focus on the sources of stress, role conflict, 

and role ambiguity. 

From the analysis of Hypothesis 2 two questions 

naturally follow: 

1. If stress does decrease after a certain amount 

of tenure on a job, as stated in the literature and sup- 

ported by research, at what point does that occur for a 

program manager in a SPO, and 

2. If stress does not decrease with increased 

tenure, what are the sources that keep it at a certain 

level for program managers in SPOs. 
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H3:  As the program manager's tasks become more 

project oriented, his perceived level of role stress 

increases. 

This hypothesis proposed that a manager whose organi- 

zational nature of tasks were program management oriented 

would perceive higher levels of stress than a manager who 

was more functionally oriented.  The program management 

oriented manager would be expected to work in a less struc- 

tured environment under incomplete guidelines, and perform 

more organizational boundary spanning activities than a 

functional manager.  Hypothesis 3 was supported at the .05 

level by Categories I and II data and the composite data. 

Category III did not correlate with the strength or 

significance of the other categories.  Additionally, Cate- 

gory III respondents were the only group to show a signifi- 

cant difference of means between role conflict and role 

ambiguity.  Not only do Category III program managers per- 

form more boundary spanning activities under conditions of 

reduced manpower, as discussed earlier, but, in addition, 

SPOs in Category III are in different stages of elimination. 

Some SPOs in Category III may be just into weapon system 

production while other SPOs in Category III may be near 

termination.  In this respect, placing SPOs that are in the 

production and deployment phases of the weapon system acqui- 

sition life cycle into a single category (Category III) may 

mask significant differences in attitude among program 

managers in these SPOs. 

i 
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CRITERIA TEST ANALYSIS 

POPP 5000.23 Guidance 

Chapter III presented three desirable precepts to 

govern program manager assignments, as gathered from POPD 

5000.23, System Acquisition Management Careers.  Each pre- 

cept is now examined in light of data analysis performed 

earlier. 

1. Assignment tenure should be sufficient to ensure 

effective management and continuity of management.  Consist- 

ent stress levels across year-groups indicate that program 

managers may not have enough time on a job to develop and 

perpetuate effective management practices.  Additionally, 

nearly 50 percent of the military program managers sampled 

had one year or less tenure in their jobs.  As pointed out 

earlier, program manager rotation practices do not appear to 

have changed appreciably from earlier practice even though 

current policy calls for longer assignment tenure. 

2. Key program manager rotation should occur near 

major program milestones.  No evidence could be found that 

program manager tenure is being affected by any milestone 

criteria.  Piscussions with numerous questionnaire respond- 

ents revealed general dismay with Air Force assignment 

rotation policies because key personnel in special projects 

of short duration often had to leave at key points in the 

project efforts simply to comply with normal Air Force 

assignment rotation policies. 
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3.  A period of overlap should exist between tie 

outgoing program manager and his replacement.  Only 20 per- 

cent of the program managers who responded had any job 

overlap with the program managers they replaced.  Of those 

who did experience a period of job overlap, the amount of 

job overlap was typically a month or less. 

The findings of this study indicate that program 

manager assignments are not being managed as effectively 

as they could be, and that Air Force program management 

may be suffering as a result.  Though policy guidance is 

available, implementation of that policy is apparently 

contrary to normal Air Force administrative procedures 

and is therefore being largely ignored. 

Assignment Rotation Disruption 

Assessment of the disruption caused within SPOs due 

to frequent assignment rotation is difficult because of the 

lack of data available on long-tenured program managers. 

However, personnel managers should be concerned with the con- 

stant levels of stress that program managers seem to retain 

for at least their first three years on the job.  To some 

extent imp  zed job continuity in line with DODD 5000.23 

guidance may help reduce stress levels.  Additionally, pro- 

grams to insure job overlap and effective job transition 

training may help reduce the stress that weighs on program 

managers for their entire assignments. 
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Perceptions from Interviews 

Discussions with many of the program managers within 

the sample confirmed statistical findings that managers in 

ASD are program management oriented in the manner in which 

they perform their tasks.  Role conflict and role ambiguity 

were prevalent also, as interviewees often expressed (1) con- 

fusion over when they felt it necessary to use the formal 

chain of command in performing their tasks and (2) concern 

about what they were expected to do in their jobs. 

Interviewees frequently expressed concern about the 

lack of tenure among program managers and the inability to 

extend assignments for short periods of time until critical 

tasks were completed.  A typical complaint was that a mili- 

tary program manager may be required to rotate during a 

crucial time period when his experience and expertise are 

needed to guide a small project team through a critical task. 

Most program managers felt that very little correla- 

tion existed between major program milestones and their 

workloads.  Workload levels were felt to be more a function 

of such factors as weapon system development problems, 

surprise differences in contract interpretation» and other 

"spur-of-the-moment" situations that required time con- 

strained solutions.  Therefore, most program managers did 

not feel that assignment rotation in concert with major 

program milestones was as important as having a few months 

flexibility in deciding exactly when to leave the SPO. 
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The general finding is that a more flexible assign- 

ment rotation policy may be desirable to enhance program 

manager effectiveness within a SPO.  One aspect of the policy 

would be to provide each individual program manager with more 

authority in determining when his own assignment and those 

of his subordinates should be terminated. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AMD RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE STUDY 

Although Air Force program management grew from the 

same conceptual base as civilian industry project management, 

many critics today argue that program management no longer 

complies with these concepts.  In particular, critics point 

to how air Force assignment rotation policy prevents pro- 

gram managers from staying with a program from inception to 

termination. With this impetus, this study investigated 

(1) whether or not Air Force managers under conditions of 

low tenure in System Program Offices (SPOs) are actually abLe 

to approach the organizational nature of their tasks with a 

program management orientation, (2) whether program man- 

agers1 perception of stress vary with their tenure in a 

SPO, and (3) how program managers' perceptions of stress 

vary with the nature of their jobs. 

RESEARCH SUMMARY 

This study was designed to determine what relation- 

ships exist between a program manager's tenure and the 

degree to which the organizational nature of his tasks are 

program oriented, and how these variables, in turn, relate 

to the role stress that he perceives on the job. 

85 
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The variables stress, tenure, and organizational 

nature of a program manager's tasks formed the basis for 

three hypotheses.  The sample was selected from a population 

of military and civilian program manages assigned to the 

SFOs within Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD).  The sample 

was stratified in three categories according to the SPO's 

present phase in the weapon system acquisition process. 

Data was gathered via a questionnaire presented in Appendix A. 

The hypotheses were evaluated using a Pearson product-moment 

correlation test.  The results are summarized below. 

HI:  The higher the tenure of the program manager 

the more functionally oriented the organizational 

nature of his tasks tend to be. 

A moderate strength inverse correlation supported 

HI; however, an inadequate distribution of tenure data by 

year-group may have prevented a stronger relationship from 

being uncovered.  Data trends indicated that a potentially 

stronger relationship may exist.  This hypothesis supported 

the idea that a program manager with higher tenure in a job 

is able to functionalize his tasks, making that job more 

structured and his performance of it more efficient.  How- 

ever, evidence also indicated that military program managers 

did not typically acquire sufficient tenure to functionalize 

their approach to their assigned tasks. 
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H2:  The greater the tenure of program managers 

within an assigned job, the lower their level of 

perceived role stress within that organization. 

This hypothesis could not be statistically supported. 

Inadequate tenure data may have hindered the statistical 

analysis.  However, an analysis of tenure data did show that 

a military program manager tends to rotate to a new assign- 

ment on an average of less than three years. Additionally, 

the stress level of a military program manager tends to 

remain at a constant level throughout his tour in the SPO. 

These findings raisp a question concerning how much tenure 

a program manager requires in a job to acclimate himself so 

that his perceived role stress may decrease.  Theory would 

indicate that a program manager cannot perform at his highest 

potential when he must cope with constant, unrelenting stress 

throughout his assignment in an organization as structurally 

and politically ill-defined as a SPO. 

H3:  As the program manager's tasks become more 

project oriented, his perceived level of role stress 

increases. 

A strong positive correlation supported this rela- 

tionship.  H3 was well supported by literature and a strong 

relationship was expected. A surprising corollary finding 

was that program managers throughout ASD generally perceived 

their tasks to be heavily program oriented.  The sampling plan 

has been devised with the expectation that some managers with 
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perceived functional orientations would be discovered. 

This did not occur with sufficient frequency to allow a 

comparison of stress levels between program managers with 

functional orientations and those with project orientations. 

Because of this, no conclusions could be drawn about the 

significance of the levels of stress encountered within 

SPOs. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Military Bureaucracy Hindrances 

Assignment policies in the military are currently 

under review.  For example, an expended assignment tenure 

policy is currently viewed as one means of saving money. 

However, tenure policy in the military has long been a 

subject for debate for other reasons. 

A reason supporting the development of the military 

structure into a massive bureaucracy is the frequent rotation 

of personnel that results in more reliance on rules and pro- 

cedures than on personal initiative.  The military is losing 

the benefit of the inherent creativity that people can apply 

to a job after thay have been in the position long enough to 

understand both its purpose and function—say 2 to 3 years 

as a minimum.  In civilian industry, programs exist to 

maintain tenure, i.e., to prevent turnover, so that people 

may contribute more to the jobs in which, over time, they 

have acquired an expertise. 
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In a project environment, a military program manager 

may porceive himself to be program management oriented but 

nay still be much more encumbered by rules and procedures 

than his counter-part, the project manager in civilian 

industry.  Bureaucratic rules and procedures may be neces- 

sary in the Air Force due, at least in part, to the very 

short tenure characteristic of program manager positions. 

Before these rules and procedures can be reduced, therefore, 

tenure policies must be changed to allow program managers to 

learn their jobs completely.  In turn, these managers should 

be able to apply tneir initiative and expertise to improve 

their performance and their effectiveness. 

Reducing Stress Levels in a SPO 

The finding that the perceived level of stress for a 

military program manager remains relatively constant through- 

out an assignment in a SPO seems particularly significant. 

An individual new in a job is expected to experience high 

levels of stress, but stress is expected to subside as the 

individual learns his job and what is expected of him.  The 

finding may indicate that insufficient job preparation, com- 

bined with the flexible nature of the program environment, 

prevents the program manager from thoroughly learning his 

job during a normal three-year assignment.  The best solution 

would be to increase his tenure within the SPO to provide 

sufficient time for learning the job and thus reducing the 

associated stress.  However, even with no changes in 
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assignment rotation policy, Program Directors can worK to 

reduce program managers' stress.  For example, an effective 

job overlap program could be designed to provide the new 

program manager initial training and monitoring to assist 

him in learning his assigned job and adjusting to the SPO 

environment.  Another approach would be to encourage assign- 

ment changes within a SPO whereby a program manager would 

spend one tour of duty in one part of a SPO, and another 

follow-on tour of duty in another part of the same (or a 

similar, oerhaps related) SPO. 

Assignment Rotation in Concurrence with Milestones 

The literature search reviewed the concept that 

program managers should rotate from the SPO only at major 

program milestones during the program's life cycle.  The 

contention by management theorists is that major milestones 

offer a period where program manager change induces minimum 

disruption in the organization.  This study could find no 

significant support for this concept.  SPOs do change, but 

that change appears to be gradual and continuous.  The 

milestone concept correlates institutional decisions with 

the behavioral mode of a SPO; tnis relationship does not 

appear to exist to any perceptable degree in the sample 

studied. 

Within a SPO program managers are often required to 

comply with normal Air Force rotation policies and leave 

top priority SPO tasks during a critical decision period. 
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These crucial tasks are generally of short duration (measured 

in months} and require the attention of program managers who 

possess highly specific expertise and experience if the tasks 

are to be accomplished in an effective and expeditious manner. 

The untimely departure of a selected program manager from a 

project can be very disruptive. 

One solution might be to allow the SFO more flexi- 

bility in determining exactly when key program managers 

should depart for a new assignment.  A three to six month 

"window" could be established that would allow a program 

manager to depart the SPü upon completing his work en a 

high priority task. 

System Program Office Category Classification 

This study used previously established convention 

which classified each SPO by one of three categories accord- 

ing to its current phase of the weapon system acquisition 

life cycle.  The intent was to normalize some of the uncon- 

trollable behavioral variables impinging on program man- 

agers by stratifying the population.  Classification by this 

category scheme yielded little additional insight in this 

and in three other research efforts (12; 29; 43). 

Each SPO has a uniqu«: organizational structure 

designed to provide the best possible environment for 

acquisition of its weapon system.  Though Air Force Systems 

Command provides guidelines, these guidelines do not imply 

a standardized approach to weapon system acquisition. 
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Additionally, some programs exist for many years, often 

experiencing distinct organizational changes within a given 

phase of the weapon system acquisition life cycle.  For 

example, the F-4 and F-5 programs are both currently in 

the deployment phase; yet the F-4 program is looking toward 

termiration in the near future, while the F-5 program has 

found new program vitality in foreign sales and aircraft 

modification. 

Future researchers should question whether classify- 

ing SPOs in these categories will enhance their research 

efforts. A classification scheme constructed around other 

criteria might provide more insight into the variables under 

study.  The criteria might consist of a set of attributes 

such as organizational size, weapon system status or impor- 

tance, and cost thresholds along with weapon system phase 

of acquisition. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The Variable Tenure 

Tenure traditionally hass been treated simply as a 

demographic variable—total time in a job.  Yet total time 

does not account for many of the factors that affect a 

person's ability to grow in experience and contribute to 

achieving the organization's goal- 

One factor is the time cycle of the job.  That is, 

the length of time an individual performs differing major 

tasks in a job before these major tasks must be repeated. 
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When the time cycle is only a few minutes or days, tenure 

beyond three years may lead to extreme boredom and dis- 

satisfaction.  When the time cycle is nearly three years or 

more, relatively long tenure is essenti.üj. if the individual 

is to be given the opportunity to contribute to the job. 

Another factor is past experience.  A person with 

past experience in an area can usually become productive at 

a job in that area in a relatively short tine.  Unfortunately, 

whether or not a person possesses the appropriate experience 

is difficult to ascertain. 

Finally; organizing around the job should be con- 

sidered.  Some jobs are highly structured and supported by 

experienced people in related jobs.  These jobs are con- 

ducive to low tenure policies because organizacional dis- 

ruption is minimal when individuals rotate.  Other jobs, 

especially those that are essentially unstructured, require 

policies which allow sufficient time for an individual to 

completely learn the job and, in turn, apply his experience 

to enhance job performance. 

Research needs to be conducted to establish a 

taxonomy of variables that iffeet tenure.  This taxonomy 

might be used to formulate an experience quotient useful 

in establishing tenure policies.  This quotient would be 

particularly useful to the Air Force Personnel Staff as it 

would provide better information with which to establish 

tenure policies for the variety of jobs in the Air Force, 

including the job of being a program manager. 
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Role Stress - Causal Relationships 

Miles (34; 35) used the instrument designed by 

Rizzo, et al., (Part III of this study's questionnaire) 

to search for a causal relationship between role stress 

and certain personal experience, such as job-related tension 

and dissatisfaction.  Research of this nature could be use- 

ful to the SPO Program Director as it could provide insight 

into the conditions of dissatisfaction, distrust, and job- 

related tension that may exist in SPOs.  In turn, the 

Program Director could more effectively establish policies 

to reduce or deal with the levels of stress that impinge 

on his program managers.  Research is thus needed that would 

carry on Miles' work (34; 35) to determine its application 

in a military environment. 

Control Group Research 

A control group approach was not used in this study 

to verify statistical results and provide a baseline from 

which to make comparisons-.  Research is needed that will 

apply the questionnaire used in this study to a sample of 

clearly definable functional managers, thus essentially 

expanding the ranc,e of this study.  The stress data could 

be compared to that acquired in this study to evaluate the 

differences in stress levels between managers that are 

functional and program management oriented. 
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FINAL- THOUGHTS 

Interfacing the technical aspects of weapon system 

acquisition with the behavioral aspects of program manage- 

ment is a difficult proposition at best.  But if the Air 

Force is to refine its approach to weapon system acquisition 

to achieve desired results at less cost, it must understand 

these complex interfaces.  To get the best technical 

decisions from its program managers the Air Force must 

realize that these people need more time to learn their 

jobs.  The highly complex weapon system acquisition process 

is well documented as an inherently stressful environment; 

but this inherent stress need not be aggravated by factors 

that are controllable.  The Air Force should act to improve 

program manager assignment tenure policies, encourage 

management ideas such as job overlap and departure "windows" 

for program managers, and continue research into behavioral 

aspects of program management.  The technical/behavioral 

interface may be complex, but research can provide insight 

that will make this interface more tenable. 
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT 
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REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: 

SUBJECT: 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
AIR   FORCE   INSTITUTE   OF   TECHNOLOGY    (AU > 

WRIGHT-PATTERSON   AIR   FORCE   BASE.   OHIO   45433 

SLGR (SLSR 14-76A/Capt Lempke/Capt Mann/ 
AUTOVON 78-74240) 

23 January 1976 
Program Managers' Job Perceptions and Role Stress 
Perceptions Questionnaire 

TO: 

1. The attached questionnaire was prepared by a research 
team at the Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright- 
Patterson AFB, Ohio.  The purpose of the questionnaire is 
to acquire data concerning a program managers' perception 
of his job and his perception of the role stress that he 
must deal with in that job. 

2. You are requested to provide an answer or comment for 
each question.  Headquarters USAF Survey Control Number 
76-7 3 has been assigned to this questionnaire.  Your par- 
ticipation in this research is voluntary. 

3. Your responses to the questions will be held confiden- 
tial.  Please remove this cover sheet before returning the 
completed questionnaire.  Your cooperation in providing 
this data will be appreciated and will be very beneficial 
in examining the environment in which a program officer 
works. 

1 Atch 
Questionnaire 

R. CALKINS, Lt Col, USAF 
Head, Department of Research and 

Communicative Studies 
School of Systems and Logistics 

98 
Sfength Through Knowledge 
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SURVEY OF PROGRAM MANAGERS' JOB PERCEPTIONS 

AND ROLE STRESS PERCEPTIONS 

1. This survey of Program Manager job and role stress 
perceptions will provide data for use .in an Air Force 
Institute of Technology student thesis project.  The 
questionnaire is divided into four parts and will take 
approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

(a) Part one consists of general duty information. 

(b) Part two contains questions that ask you to 
describe your nrimary duties. 

(c) Part three contains questions that ask you to 
indicate your feelings about your job. 

(d) Part four contains one question that asks you to 
provide your opinion about nature of your assigned 
tasks. 

2. The questionnaire is not intended to assess organization 
or individual performance.  All responses will be held 
in the strictest confidence.  Individuals or SPO organi- 
zations will not be associated with any of the data. 

3. There are no "trick" questions.  Please answer each item 
as honestly and frankly as possible. 

4. Your cooperation and assistance in completing this 
questionnaire will be appreciated. 

This survey is to be used for research purposes only.  It is 
not to be used without the permission of the School of Systems 
and Logistics and/or the authors. 

USAF SCN 76-73 
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PRIVACY STATEMENT 

In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35, the follow- 
ing information is provided as required by the Privacy Act 
of 1974: 

a. Authority: 

(1) 10 U.S.C., 80-12, Secretary of the Air Force, 
Powers, Duties, Delegation by Compensation; and/or 

(2) EO 93-97, 22 Nov 43, Numbering System for 
Federal Accounts Relating to Individual Persons; and/or 

(3) DOD Instruction 1100.13, 17 Apr 68, Surveys 
of Department of Defense Personnel; and/or 

(4) AFR 178-9, 9 Oct 73, Air Force Military 
Survey Program. 

b. Principal purposes.  The survey is being conducted 
to collect information to be used in research aimed at 
illuminating and providing inputs to the solution of prob- 
lems of interest to the Air Force and/or DoD. 

c. Routine Uses.  The survey data will be converted 
to information for use in research of  management related 
problems.  Results of the research, based on the data pro- 
vided, will be included in written master's theses and may 
also be included in published articles, reports, or texts. 
Distribution of the results of the research, based on the 
survey data, whether in written form or presented orally, 
will be unlimited. 

d. Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary. 

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against 
any individual who elects not to participate in any or all 
of this survey. 
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PART I 

GENERAL DUTY INFORMATION 

PLEASE PRINT 

DUTY ORGANIZATION (SPO) 

MILITARY RANK OR CIVILIAN GRADE   

JOB TENURE: 

NUMBER OF MONTHS IN PRESENT POSITION: 

NUMBER OF MONTHS ASSIGNED TO PRESENT SPO: 

MOS. 

MOS. 

WAS THERE A PERIOD OF JOB OVERLAP BETWEEN YOU AND THE 
LAST JOB INCUMBENT WHEN YOU ASSUMED YOUR PRESENT 
POSITION (YES/NO)?  
IF SO, HOW MUCH MOS . 

NUMBER OF PERSONNEL WHO YOU WRITE EFFECTIVENESS OH PERFORMANCE 
REPORTS ON:   PEOPLE 

NUMBER OF PERSONNEL DIRECTLY SUPERVISED BY YOUR IMMEDIATE 
SUPERVISOR (INCLUDING YOURSELF):   PEOPLE 

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL.  PLEASE PLACE A CHECKMARK IN THE BOX 
IN THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONAL CHART THAT BEST 
CORRESPONDS TO THE LEVEL OF YOUR DUTY ASSIGNMENT. 

2ND LEVEL 

3RD LEVEL 

4TH LEVEL 

5TH LEVEL 

SPO DIRECTOR 
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PART II 

THIS PART OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE ASKS YOU TO DESCRIBE 
HOW YOU CARRY OUT YOUR PRIMARY DUTIES. 

Please put a checkmark in the box which is the most accurate description of 
your primary duties. The job descriptions presented represent the outer- 
most boxes. The five intermediate boxes represent degrees of "inbetweenness" 
of the descriptions. 

1. To what extent do you work outside of the chain-of-command of your 
organization to discharge your primary duties? 

I can discharge all my 
primary duties by working 
strictly within the chain- 
of-command. 

My primary duties require 
frequent use of horizontal 
and diagonal contacts that 
are outside of my specific 
chain-of-command. 

2.  To what extent do yc:r primary duties require you to coordinate 
activities through a common supervisor who directly controls the activities 
of most groups contributing to the overall goal of your organization? 

I only coordinate activities 
with my supervisor who has 
responsibility for a group of 
activities having the same 
overall goal. 

My primary duties require me 
to personally coordinate 
activities across functional 
and organizational lines to 
accomplish an overall 
organizational goal. 

3. To what extent do you determine how the objective of your job will be 
accomplished? 

Specific procedures dictate 
exactly what I am supposed 
to do. 

I am allowed to determine the 
best way to accomplish the 
objectives of ray job. 

4. To what extent do you accomplish your primary duties by dealing with 
people outside of your imnediate working unit (branch, section, etc.)? 

I 
I work only with people 
within my working unit. 

I work with people outside 
of my working unit 
frequently. 
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5. To what extent can you rely on previously developed methods of procedures 
to accomplish your primary duties? 

My primary duties are 
generally repetitive, 
routine, and pro- 
ceduralized. 

I must search for new 
methods and ideas in order 
to accomplish each duty. 
They vary so much that they 
cannot be proceduralized. 

6. To what extent do you deal with groups outside of the strict chain-of- 
command in order to accomplish your primary tasks? 

I accomplish all my primary 
duties by working solely 
with my supervisor and my 
subordinates. 

My working contacts vary 
in the accomplishment of 
my primary duties; therefore, 
I frequently work with 
groups that are outside the 
strict chain-of-command. 

7. To what extent is your authority commensurate with your responsibilities? 

I have complete authority 
to accomplish my primary 
duties for which I am held 
responsible; i.e., authority 
equals responsibility. 

My authority for the accom- 
plishment of my primary 
duties for which I am held 
responsible is incomplete; 
i.e., responsibilities 
exceed authority. 

8. To what extent are you allowed to obtain and use resources (material, 
money, time) from outside of your chain-of-command to accomplish your 
primary duties? 

I use only those resources 
provided through the formal 
chain-of-command. 

I obtain and use resources 
from outside the chain-of- 
command in order to accom- 
plish my primary duties. 

9.  To what extent do the primary duties that you are involved with support 
more than one organization's objectives? 

My primary duties involve 
only the direct support of my 
SPO's objectives. 

My primary duties involve a 
joint venture supported by 
many relatively independent 
organizations. 



5 6 7 
Agree Agree Agree 
Slightly Strongly 
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PART III 

THIS PART OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE ASKS VOU TO INDICATE 
HOW YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT YOUR PRIMARY DUTIES. 

Each of the statements below is something that a person might say about 
his or her job. Please indicate your own, personal feelings about your 
job by marking how much you agree or disagree with each of the statements. 

Write a number in the blank for each statement, based on this scale: 

How much do you agree with the statement? 

12 3        4 
Disagree   Disagree   Disagree  Neutral 
Strongly Slightly 

1. I have enough time to complete my work. 

__ 2. I feel certain about how much authority I have. 

  3. I perform tasks that are too easy or boring. 

  4. There are clear, planned goals and objectives for my job. 

  5. I have to do things that should be done differently. 

6. There are a lack of policies and guidelines to help me. 

7. I am able to act the same regardless of the group I am with. 

8. I am corrected or rewarded when I really don't expect it. 

9. I work under incompatible policies and guidelines. 

 10. I know when I have divided my time properly. 

11. I receive my assignment without the manpower to complete it. 

 12. I know what my responsibilities are. 

13. I have to buck a rule or policy in order to carry out an assignment. 

 14. I have to "feel my way" in performing my duties. 

 15. I receive assignments that are within my training and capability. 

12 3 4 
Disagree   Disagree   Disagree   Neutral 
Strongly Slightly 

5 6 7 
Agree Agree Agree 

Slightly Strongly 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

 16. I feel certain how I will be evaluated for a raise or promotion. 

 17. I have the right amount of work to do. 

 18. I am unsure on how to divide my time. 

 19. I work with two or more groups who operate quite differently. 

 20. I know exactly what is expected of me. 

 21. I receive incompatible requests from two or more people. 

 22. I am uncertain aj to how my job is linked. 

_23. I do things that are apt to be accepted by one person and not 
accepted by other. 

 24. I am told how well I am doing my job. 

 25. I receive an assignment without adequate resources and material to 
execute it. 

 25. Explanation is clear of what has to be done. 

 27. I work on unnecessary things. 

 28. I have to work under vague directives or orders. 

 29. I perform work that suits my values. 

 30. I do not know if my work will be adequate to my boss. 

12 3 
Disagree   Disagree   Disagree 
Strongly Slightly 

4 5 6 7 
Neutral Agree Agree Agree 

Slightly Strongly 
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PART  IV 

THIS PARr OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE ASKS YOU TO PROVIDE 

YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE NATURE OF YOUR ASSIGNED TASKS. 

Consider the following two statements.  After reading them 
please place a checkmark in the box below that best indi- 
cates the extent to which your primary duties are described 
by one of the definitions or a combination of the defini- 
tions. 

A PROJECT MANAGER is considered to be one involved in 
managing a unique activity to a specifically defined 
objective using primarily horizontal and diagonal rela- 
tionships that are outside of his normal chain-fo-command. 

A FUNCTIONAL MANAGER is considered to be one involved in 
managing on-going activities to accomplish open-ended 
objectives using primarily a strict vertical chain-of- 
command relationship. 

Functional 
Manager 

Project 
Manager 
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Thank you for your consideration.  If you would like to 

receive a summary of the results of this survey:  (1) fill 

in the information requested below, (2) remove this page 

from the questionnaire, and (3) send this page to AFIT/SLG, 

Class 76A, Capt Lempke.  A summary will be available in 

approximately six weeks. 

NAME 

MAILING 
ADDRESS 

i 
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APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE RAW DATA 



APPENDIX B 

QUESTIONNAIRE RAW DATA 

The raw data responses to the questionnaire are 

presented with an alpha identifier atop each column of the 

raw data to represent the respective questionnaire items. 

A. Input Line Number. 
B. Military Rank or Civilian Grade. 
C. Number of Months in Present Position. 
D. Number of Months Assigned to Present SPO. 
E. Job Overlap (1 if Yes; 0 if No). 
F. Number of Months of Job Overlap. 
G. Number of Personnel Supervised. 
H.  Number of Personnel Immediate Supervisor 

Supervises. 
I.  Level in Organization. 
J.  Organizational Nature of Tasks Question 

Responses (Questionnaire Part II). 
K.  Perceived Role Stress Question Responses 

(Unreflected Data) (Questionnaire Part III) . 
L.  Organizational Nature of Tasks (Perceived) 

(Questionnaire Part IV). 

In order to maintain the convention that high scores 

represents a higher role stress, certain question responses 

require reflection.  For example, a response of 1 becomes a 

score of 7.  Questions requiring response reflection in 

Part III of this study are 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 

20, 24, 26 and 29.  Raw data shown presents the original 

unreflected responses. 

109 
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RAW DATA: CATEGORY I 

B/C 
0101^5fc20(026(ljb 60. lJ0fi0J466757162(37131211i 6672563427641645372734 
0102^4J003|003)Op do l|0 60276664222)2622552445565663733325233625652 
0103*04007019112020825566662432626656216672276326721653621626 
0104*04016016000000437677662612623426656464532426621234326626 
0105*04007007000000436647664632322243652442733252354556245646 
0106*12 054006|c00000536367632416422222526742663314522564535526 
0107*15014014|c 00 060726667662421664631457666634127662265365S27 
0108*03012012000000543464521113615542226462351335522565534532 
0109*0.4009009000050635767674522325544436664664226562646446643 
0110*1410801400001053666767262662532622626256532252253263663J5 
0111*03015015D000004376676643lj552655543555555765653356334353;7 
0112#030150520000001566474341l|6646226456365261625652543622624 
0113*15005023000060525276552513626226225565366655631265622624 
0114*04019019000000336667575562412457236465561242622465425626 
0115*15055|02200C03043 7777573515616336226273223516541663515626 
0116*14003003000000736666662714525465455263564454522422626666 
0117*1300900900000123 74575772132336335334646423553436352265414 
0118*1402402400002053257756233362354322356266652662226353262j6 
0119*05014024000040657467663532323236226562566325532655654636 
0121*0300600600000043666767466362666242675666332625375C251657 
0122*0300500500000042 777757211331776622366467225732176521562 7 
0123*0400400400C000235666553415526526436275572525632552522626 
0124*04018018000020536777771774655135423264565336532ÜS2235627 
0125*0301801800000035665657242562622622626266662662262232262 7 
0126*03018018000000S3 656756553 5463665456554533626544362366636 
0127*1300706700000174646655244662624441646256662664226262462 7 
0128*0501903300C080627767672573316522426565274327652645355747 
0129*04007007000000737657774213323532263534762352222533554657 
0130*tL2)048048000j010246477671116412234242232666422622222324645 
0131*« 3J03603600C00154576657533 5332332624532666456532253252526 
0132*14168070000002C36676662316622525226265665536532532356627 
0133*04044044103 00052 2477672776342467454425477637542632555321 
O134*14090|O60000OO 204676666224675622622636526262662222245352 6 
0135*13008020101181C37737777571121661175625761167177756166265 
0137*03037013tuork)21£2 777777717321145667567777165746571731374!7 
0138*]13J033p56}o|oCpOie 477677774462316744724147624561667261466617 

00183777777667772146666622657125726672221646 7 
O0P.8J3J7747777774111667676577771267256717216747 
006J4I366 77721616617724525374264626642262612712 
001747767776672525764466664563526344464446627 
021635576554454226656266675467426622454422445 
61736675571666616654466575573722522656335624 

000656565762456527266245563663622625655412626 
00165757757354364255423433656345636451425643 6 
0114767767677633666233555575353735465523553 7 

0139*1401403010 
0140*1211104000 
0141* 13002 0O2J0JO 
0142*13024104j0p 
0143*1303604800 
0145*1403603600 
0146*0301201200 
0148*1204104100 
0149* 03p 1202 7PP 
0150*0404604600 CK)U2Ö4)727575177l364674524566655663566254645522J4 
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RAW  DATA:   CATEGORY   II 

/ 
A       /B/C/D/4WG/H/V J 

0201^5j006j00e|^0j01i0q3|656756517[232345642556356423632335534433)7 
0202*03014014000002135677663513624253153365562357632624453627 
0203#|05033033000|0008 35557775432322643435656532245553645365647 
0204*0.4014014000040822767661456623224226262466626662642426624 
0205*150480480000408 277777"177271126622536556625552256333552'7 
0206*13055055|11700084 465655626262242445366546424565276ü65444 4 
0207*12112013000000840.444414116524226226242266432324242422626 
0208*03006b0600do00847667671476522266547345537626543632423526 
0209*030040361320622 34467362616526426426564365622621242622626 
0210*05025046101090533456455322632566546665532254253626265553 
0211*120250250|00 001336647566362121626624464566356246652335556 
0212*03021021 0)00000746767372621623622326663576162661256266626 
0213*05018030106020637367671211612425455663662126621654252623 
0214*05012012000151627677674652612232456465763446363643226447 
0215*12061063JO 00 001037467667672621265762632731527165612157577 
0216*03005005)000000346666554552522363262533622244256525236264 
0217*03010051000001246766675531323653264655566256562646235625 
0218*07024024000000934177443116343446257161362315424242622521 
0219*04042042106001037777571126727115217271276616741172611716 
0220*03009)033000001036466662225624332436262661626542561515722 
0221*050081057000001737767576162525665463466661356572535236737 
0222*050180181010215 36266462515532665336635652356365626325557 
0223*13040090000001746657664112212222234443552626356644436657 
0224*12062062 0000006*5656453315625526256262565526661552632525 
0225*03002002000000847576671416224544254262561342524652344656 
0226*13073082l]00000536657563612626526326564665326622432622626 
0227*13012012 Oj0000^3J34667675425226574262655676457265626577446 
0228*130800801030006:3433534232 3351562352545555455364655355546 
0229*1107007000000034426657262 4322542126564262326342334252226 
0230*14041041000001932164324116625232436262265522622252632225 
0231* 1310410 8|0 00 0019 3 7467577116622446246264667422645512377646 
0232*1318U090000|001932243524322323652253635563254563646365332 
0233*13126096000001845666665553622444216262264626642642535224 
0234*150240361112420435576551116626422426262266622622262622426 
0236*13042OiJOOOOG4143366534113625426625462364235022254622623 
0237*050440440000002 26777662116626656246562566325552655523626 
0239*04024042 00005052 77574636612623552242765662257275656265654 
0240*03042042 0000005J4666656523J3343433346452636626552564323624 
0241*120120121J020C06J35256452116626226325362363523322252622625 
0242* D4 018044 0)00 09 063676656532(3621654455664647325362445246426 
0243*140170l71p3000Ö4666766712J4525446455462665546363654326556 
0244* 14011016104 00 06 5776765224 6r*2154 6156265577516652565215615 
0245*03 003018000002027777675676322537326056563526565566355527 
0246*13015015I030006376:i65733166225533576642b2C26555315555637 
0247* D4 001007 D000O 0636546677217222462252432563437336645C3642J6 
0248*1319201000000074527776366221763642656667262652156362575)6 
0249*13288019101)000745576563224626224426262266616621563622616 
0250*11404804900108145006 756622563124426255644656376412636137216 
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RAW DATA: CATEGORY III 

/ 
O3Ol*fl5O390700OCfa325267 ,T667667f4321334325635763447355755245653 
0302*06018030000031026777776151612647452675274247351625254657 
0303*03001001000003437767577516636336226262266624534262652627 
0305*0302402400003082 7777476612617426224245356357624764313616 
0307*03004019000009935577753151624222422576674126641674412736 
0308*1500800810100122647743343662632743646.^366426452642655627 
0309*0402603800006052 6656466422235545456655541446362637555324 
0310*04033033000082537677552451626426436762664126652626222616 
OC11*110480480000C0432667553216523525236562556626632525662536 
0312*12112019106051437777771776622266666322266426622622226624 
0313*J03008011000011537767573162617526213362566656621762622727 
0314*03007007000011536767664162326634225362666537631563622626 
0315*03008008000002237577556612313662444565546456552665246645 
0316*04027036 OlOC 0606 3 777667322 3722527456264277317552572662616 
0317*030020231O101J2037657573521514224424764566126552442642627 
0318*04013013000010926767676522315375453626656256363746355627 
0319*14 023 023 COOllC 24 3 3556455221616452436767226124662756264427 
0320*03006043137J0C0744777537135727167466464771517464617167172 
0321*02019019000000655566564115261454444414562254146444454447 
0322*05030030000031237667666552643553256565666235643265355526 
0323*04008027000031236777675672365632253565566256555563355226 
0324*0403203200000|034756766512 2626452256462566326662562545526 
0325*0401801S«00002Ö426567564412526543453565536357641565455626 
0326*12060002000070537767563476615326536162577626621262512626 
0327*04036036000100436677362617776226426274264212611642522434 
0328*12035035000000U4525544312|6536224426262266622626352622633 
0329*13008098101 D525fi36566442'3654524536564275526552644655633 
0330*130510150000005416665464164626523246464566417662662642615 
0331*13003015101042836656556233243654245634642336365636253423 
0332*13I80018D0000134fL336545136621766466122431226233342525624 
0333*13020020000001147677655293241122353746331136254627276156 
0334*010180180000010S77776655£J2352r;5B?56552566356365623256354 
0335*13109131000101645667664356626622226266266626662662622626 
0336*0302602600000104765647466)324235546332464234717652425645.7 
0337*030090C9Q000C0627577673671615356254565552556562665426625 
0338*12026|026000|oo|o53545535435 6626526226262266622622262622625 
0339* 12056056000)0 0KJöj4p6665442a3i>42554565335656556364666266563 
0340*03007007000000737557456143222672443326622226362656235254 
0341*U.403C0300000C122766757426 5616222224265566656612662622625 
O342*tL0O23 023 0 00 07112667666331262563665666556162726662326366 7 
034 3*03008008000 0C06I4J6666664646425326226264262426452522555546 
0344*130120360000106(45577575415523342465465566426652564335636 
0345*03J036O36000000647777676213326552126565562325652G22222426 
0346*140361036102140712775756652 2626522124265266625632362322624 
0347*12034034 000 0CO1J3335656362 645x672626475127216267426146216 
0348*03012013000000736667677273622653124425761457265524377077 
0349*04008043101000825666464233432356256433565547334563325636 
^50*1308808800 0000513*76776741766664424462644646264226224444417 
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Note: 

Table 12 

Role  Stress 

Mean 

Odd numbered questions are role conflict oriented. 

Even numbered questions are role ambiguity oriented. 

Question Category I Category II Category III Composite 
Number n=46 n=48 n=48 n=142 

1 4.02 3.85 3.52 3.80 
2 4.63 4.69 4.88 4.73 
3 2.33 2.06 2.63 2.34 
4 4.11 3.31 4.21 3,87 
5 4.33 4.08 4.17 4.19 
6 4.02 3.83 3.71 3.85 
7 4.37 4.25 5.24 4.29 
8 3.39 3.17 3.25 3.27 

9 3.59 3.60 3.67 3.62 
10 5.09 4.98 4.96 5.00 
11 4.37 4.15 4.00 4.17 
12 5.39 5.44 5.10 5.31 
13 4.07 3.54 4.13 3.91 
14 5.07 4.63 4.31 4.66 
15 5.72 5.60 5.42 5.58 
16 3.63 4.04 4.54 4.08 
17 4.17 3.94 3.73 3.94 

18 3.11 3.04 2.94 3.03 
19 5.30 5.19 5.81 5.44 

20 4.65 4.56 4.50 4.57 

21 3.61 4.23 4.42 4.09 

22 * 2.72 2.92 2.92 2.85 

23 4.78 4.67 5.25 4.90 

24 4.24 4.27 4.35 4.29 

25 3.94 3.73 3.73 ■j on 

26 3.74 3.85 3.79 3.80 

27 3.24 3.37 3.80 3.49 

28 4.22 4.21 4.04 4.15 

29 5.59 5.17 5.06 5.27 

30 3.02 2.96 2.96 2.98 
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Table 13 

Questionnaire Response by System Program Office 

System Program Office 
Number of 
Responses 

Category I: 

RPV Compass Cope 6 

Advanced RPV 9 

CCV 8 

AJMST 12 

Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft JL1 

n ■ 

Category II: 

B-l 28 

F-16 8 

ALCM 12 

n ■ 

Category III: 

F-4 10 

F-5 12 

AGM-65 3 

F-15 4 

A-10 19 

n ■ 

46 

48 

Tot?.l Questionnaire Response 

48 

142 
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Table 15 

Factor Analysis 

Lempke/Mann Results Rizzo's Results 
(Factor Loading FS > .30) (Factor Loadings > .30) 

?      Role Role ? Role     Role 
No.   Conflict Ambiguity No. Conflict Ambiguity 

1     .72 1 
2     .31 .39 2 .51 
3 3 
4 .57 4 .42 
5     .38 5 .60 
6     .34 .55 6 .43 
7 7 ,31 
8 8 
9 

10 .35 
11 .73 

.53 9 .60 

11 .56 
12 .65 12 .61 
13     .51 13 .54 
14     .42 .34 14 .36      .35 
15 15 
16 .38 16 24 
17     .50 17 .32 
18     .45 .33 18 .5» 
19     .31 19 .43 
20 .80 20 .61 
21     .53 .35 21 .56 
22 .74 22 
23     .43 23 .41 
24 .53 24 
25     .73 25 .52 
26     .50 .51 26 .35 
27     .37 27 .52 
28     .33 .60 28 .59 
29 .38 29 .39 
30 .63 30 .30 

" ■ »*N>*H»J 

Note:  Rizzo, et al., used an image covariance factor 
analysis with varimax rotation.  This study used 
a SPSS factor analysis package (principal factoring 
with iteration [PA2] with varimax rotation). 
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Table 16 

Instrument Validity - Part III 

Lempke 

Question 
Number 

/Mann Results   (n=142) 

„                 Standard Mean 
Deviation 

Rizzo Results (n=275) 

Question 
Number Mean Standard 

Deviation 

1 3.80 1.82 1 3.85 1.81 
2* 4.73 1.65 2 4.00 1.80 
3* 2.34 1.26 3 4.00 1.88 
4 3.87 1.96 4 3.95 1.70 
5 4.19 1.61 5 4.19 1.80 
6 3.85 1.63 6 4.12 1.80 
7 4.29 1.76 7 4.46 1.72 
8 3.27 1.41 8 2.87 1.61 
9 3.62 1.64 9 3.60 1.93 

10* 5.00 1.38 10 4.16 1.48           ! 
11 4.17^ 1.63 

ni& 
11 4.50 2.04 

13 3.91 1.49 13 3.66 1.98 
14 4.66 1.60 14 4.33 1.92 
15 5.58 1.25 15 5.90 1.14 
16 4.08 1.99 16 4.05 1.88 
17* 3.94 1.66 17 3.01 1.63 
18* 3.03 1.43 18 3.96 i.68 
19* 5.44 1.51 19 4.70 2.06 
20 4.57 1.58 20 4.20 1.67 
21 4.09 1.66 21 3.88 2.04 
22 2.85 1.58 22 3.01 1.88 
23 4.90 1.61 23 4.35 1.89 
24* 4.29 1.66 24 3.66 1.76 
25 3.80 1.63 25 4.24 1.82 
26 3.80 1.62 26 3.92 1.58 
27 3.49 1.71 27 3.66 1.88 
28 4.15 1.69 28 3.76 1.77 
29* 5.27 1.36 29 4.52 1.58 
30 2.98 1.47 30 3.32 1.69 

. 

* Denotes significant difference between means (cx=.001) . 

Notes: 

1. Odd numbered questions are oriented to role conflict, even 
numbered questions are oriented to role ambiguity. 

2. Question 18 was changed to correct an administrativf error in 
Rizzo's instrument. 
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APPENDIX E 

SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE (SPO) DESCRIPTIONS 

RPV Compass Cope.  The objective of the Remotely Piloted 

Vehicle (RPV) Compass Cope Program is to design, develop 

and test two high altitude sensor platform vehicles.  A 

decision will be made in mid 1976 on whether to proceed 

from validation into the full-scale engineering develop- 

ment of one of the high altitude, long endurance (HALE) 

vehicles.  To accomplish a wide range or iffi'MSly'TfllB" 

civilian missions, this unmanned aircraft has been planned 

for a number of payload, command, control and communications 

systems presently under development within the Department of 

Defense. 

Advanced RPV.  The Advanced RPV Program is a study effort 

exploring a new system design to provide improved cost 

effective capability to perform certain electronic warfare, 

reconnaissance and strike missions.  Upon completion of 

this concept development phase, the Air Force will have 

sufficient definition of the Advanced RPV, its mission and 

concepts of operation, costs, and preliminary design 

approaches necessary to begin a hardware development 

validation program. 

122 
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CCV.  The Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) Program is 

designed to investigate new and additional use of control 

surfaces on an aircraft for better performance and less 

demanding work load for the pilot, including the ability 

to fly the aircraft in combat maneuvers not previously 

possible.  Test bed for the CCV is the F-16 aircraft which 

was chosen because it is a modern high-performance fighter 

with a fly-by-wire flight control system compatible with 

CCV technology.  If tests prove successful, future fighters 

may not only look different, but may include radically 

«**< ****** i <mm*<mm&i££*&&& *b*<gmx£ßiGa*iiä&ii0^^ *■ 

AMST.  The Advanced Medium STOL (short takeoff and landing) 

Transport (AMST) Program is in the validation phase of 

acquisition with two aerospace companies under Air Force 

contracts for the design and development of AMST prototypes. 

The objectives of the AMST prototype program are to demon- 

strate in hardware the application of advanced technology 

and to provide options for modernizing tactical airlift. 

Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft.  The Air Force is currently 

increasing its mobility and flexibility by developing the 

Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft (ATCA) to meet the demanding 

long-endurance aerial refueling requirements for airlift, 

tactical and strategic forces.  The ATCA Program is investi- 

gating ways to modify the internal structure of an existing 

wide-body cargo aircraft such as the Boeing 74 7 or Douglas 
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DC-10 to provide aer.al refueling along with their inherent- 

strategic airlift capabilities. 

B-l.  The B-l Strategic Bomber is being developed by the 

Air Force to modernize its strategic bomber force.  The 

production go-ahead is scheduled for late 1976 with the 

first production B-ls to enter the Air Force inventory in 

mid-197S   Designed to take its place in this nation's 

triple-threat strategic defenses, the B-l is an extremely 

versatile airplane.  This medium gross weight bomber will 

be capable of carrying nuclear air-to-surface missiles, 

or fuel as required by varying mission requirements. 

F-16.  The F-16 Air Combat Fighter Program is the surviving 

development effort of the former lightweight prototyra 

program. Overall, the objective, in light of fiscal 

realities, was to apply advanced technology in s simple 

way to achieve performance objectives in a lightweight 

fighter size aircraft.  The F-16 is currently undergoing 

extensive flight testing prior to the DSARC production 

approval scheduled for late 1977.  Four NATO countries 

have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

U.S. to co-produce the F-16 with operational dexivery to 

begin in early 1979. 

ALCM.  The primary purpose of the Air Launched Cruise 

Missile (ALCM) Program is the development of a missile to 

enhance the effectiveness of the B-52 strategic bomber 

p-its.-v.,»*- 
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force.  It will increase the flexibility of the bomber and 

improve its capability to penetrate enemy air defenses. 

Designated the AGM-86, the ALCM resembles a small airplace 

and capable of high subsonic speeds at low altitudes. 

F^4.  The F-4 Phantom II fighter aircraft is primarily in 

the deployment phase of acquisition with some production 

continuing on the various versions of the two-seat twin 

engined fighter for the Air Force as well as for a]lies. 

The first production delivery was in March 1965. 

F-5.  The F-5 International Fighter Program Office is 

currently involved in the production and deployment phase 

of acquisition.  The F-5A was the earlier version of the 

single place, highly maneuverable, supersonic aircraft 

designed primarily as an air superiority fighter for local 

air defense with a secondary air-to-ground capability. 

The F-5E is the latest model and entered the Air Force 

inventory in November 1975.  The F-5E meets the needs of 

USAF allies and other friendly nations for a modern air 

superiority fighter. 

AGM-65.  The Maverick (ACM-65) air-to-surface missile 

program is in the production/deployment phase with the 

cirst deliveries in August 1972.  The missile which is 

carried by the F-4D and E and A-7D aircraft is a relatively 

small, television-guided tactical missile designed for use 

against small concentrated targets such as armoured vehicles, 
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revetments, gun positions, parked aircraft and communica- 

tions vans.  The Maverick program was approved by DoD in 

1965 with Hughes Aircraft awarded the prime contract with 

production options up to 17,000 missiles. 

F-15.  The F-15 is highly maneuverable air-superiority 

fighter which entered the Air Force inventory in early 

1976.  The SPO is currently in the production phase of 

acquisition with McDonnell Douglas as the prime contractor 

and engines built for the Air Force by Pratt & Whitney 

Division of United Aircraft Corporation.  Tactical Air 

Command expects the F-15, with its sophisticated fire con- 

trol systems and combat thrust-to-weight ratio of 1.4 to 

1, capable of outperforming potential threat aircraft into 

the 1980's. 

A-10.  In November 1975, the A-10, a single-seat close-air 

support weapon system, entered the Air Force inventory. 

Fairchild Industries is under contract«for 733 A-10's. 

The aircraft's high payload, its long loiter, rapid turn- 

around and high survivability make it most effective in its 

close-support role. 

■ 
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APPENDIX F 

SUMMARY OF RELATED THESES 

Three previous master's thesis studies conducted 

in the Aeronautical Systems Division of the Air Force 

Systems Command have respectively concentrated on the 

organizational climate, job satisfaction and leadership 

styles within the System Program Office (SPO), in different 

phases of the weapon system acquisition process.  Although 

the same respondents were not used in this study as in the 

previous studies, the population stratification was designed 

to parallel these previous efforts.  For the continuity of 

and convenience to future interest in the SRP activities 

at different phases of the weapon system acquisition process, 

a brief overview is presented on each of the three former 

studies. 

1.  "A Comparative Analysis of Organizational Cli- 

mate Existing in System Program Offices in Different Phases 

of the Weapon System Acquisition Process."  SLSR 1-75B. 

(DDC #ADA016261).  The researchers in this study we~e 

interested in determining if organizational climate differed 

in SPOs in different phases of the weapon system acquisition 

process.  SPOs in the conceptual and validation phases 

(Category I) have a tendency to more nearly practice 

participative management, indicative of better 

128 
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supervisor-employee relationships.  As the SPO progresses 

through full-scale development (Category II) the organiza- 

tional climate changes wherein individuals have less tend- 

ency to identify with the organization's goals, and tend 

to replace them with individual goals.  In Category III, 

production and deployment phases of the acquisition process, 

the SPO reverses its climate and returns to participative 

management, however, not to the degree attained in the first 

two phases of acquisition (29). 

2. "A Study of Job Satisfaction as it Relates to 

the System Program Office and the Weapon Acquisition Process." 

SLSR 22-75B.  (DDC #ADA016030).  The researchers adminis- 

tered the Hackman and Oldman Job Diagnostic Survey to SPO 

managers in each of the three categories.  The study failed 

to show a significant relationship between stages of the 

weapon acquisition process and job satisfaction.  However, 

conclusions indicated that program managers at the top 

echelon of SPO organizations perceive the greatest sense of 

satisfaction.  This sense of satisfaction was attributed to 

the top manager's sense of dedication and task identity in 

the overall accomplishment of the SPO's mission (43). 

3. "A Comparative Analysis of Leadership Styles 

Existing in System Program Offices in Different Phases of 

the Weapon System Acquisition Life Cycle."  SLSR 6-75B. 

(DDC #ADA016265).  The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire 

(LOQ) was administered to military and civilian managers 
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to determine if differences in leadership style exist among 

the various phases of the weapon svstem acquisition process. 

Although the results of statistical analyses indicated that 

leadership styles did not vary significantly among phases 

categories, strong evidence of differences was reported 

between the leadership styles of military and civilian 

managers.  Additionally,, the study revealed strong indi- 

cations that leadership style may vary with the length of 

time managers were assigned to the SPO (12). 
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